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ABSTRACT

This is the final report of the operational phase 1985-88 of the DOD supported

beam line at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. During this first phase of

operation, the multi-undulator insertion device has been operated successfully and applied

to a number of research projects. The experimental end station, equipped with a number of

modem surface analytical capabilities to be used in conjunction with the synchrotron

radiation, was put into full operation. Finally, the construction and installation of the high-

resolution monochromator were completed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on the first three years of operation of the DOD funded

undulator beam line at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Beam Line V.

As a matter of introduction, we are summarizing some of the milestones from the

first three years of operation (FY 85-87) of Beam Line V. The first synchrotron radiation

beam was extracted from the beam line on October 25, 1984, and the beam line was

commissioned with one undulator in Jan/Febr 1985. The first scientific programs started in

June 1985 using the quasi-monochromatic undulator radiation. The multi-undulator stand

(designed to hold 4 undulators) was installed with two undulators in September 1985 and

used for scientific programs the following month (October 1985). The multi-undulator was

completed with the four-undulator configuration in March 1986 and was immediately

commissioned successfully for scientific programs. The utilization of the beam line for

research programs was put on hold for most of 1987 while the high-resolution

monochromator was assembled and installed. The monochromator is now fully completed

and will be ready for full use in the research programs as soon as the synchrotron radiation

beam becomes available in 1988.

It should also be pointed out that the first meeting for beam-time allocation of the

DOD users took place in October 24, 1986. At that time, procedures were discussed and

established for assigning beam time. A copy of the Minutes and Policy Statement is

enclosed in Appendix 1.
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STATUS OF BEAM-LINE OPERATION 

Technical descriptions of the beam line have been published in the open literature.

The project has also been presented at several scientific meetings to give as broad a

scientific community as possible the opportunity to become familiar with the capabilities of

the beam line. The two most recent technical papers describing the beam line are attached

as Appendices II and Ill. In total, eight articles describing the technical capabilities of the

beam line have been published. A comprehensive paper treating all the technical aspects of
the beam, in particular the operation of the high-resolution monochromator, is presently

being prepared.

The DOD funded beam line is located at SSRL in a straight section of the storage

ring SPEAR at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The synchrotron radiation is

created by magnetic insertion devices, so-called undulators, located in the 2m long straight

section. The undulators are made of permanent magnetics, SmCo5, which are positioned

outside the vacuum tank of the storage ring. When the relativistic electron beam undulates

in the periodic magnetic structure, a characteristic radiation peak with extreme intensity is

produced. Its peak energy can conveniently be tuned by changing the magnet gap. By

constructing four undulators, easily interchangeable, with different magnetic periodicity,

the DOD beam line will provide photon beams with unmatched intensity and brightness in

the entire spectral region from 10 to 1200 eV (1200 to 10 A). Specifically, it provides 100-

1000 times larger photon flux in this spectral region than any of the existing beam lines at

SSRL. One novel and unique feature of the DOD funded beam line is thus the superior

intensity over a large spectral region. The undulators deliver quasimonochromatic radiation

which can be used directly for certain research projects (e.g., within topography,

microscopy, lithography, and Auger electron spectroscopy) or be further monochromatized

for high-resolution spectroscopies (e.g., photoemission, surface EXAFS, etc.). The high

resolution monochromator is based on four different gratings, easily interchangeable and

optimized for different parts of the spectral region. A resolution of 0.1-0.3 eV is readily

-oee
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achievable for the entire spectral region, 10-1200 eV. The end station equipment can be

configured either to accept the quasimonochromatic undulator radiation or the highly

monochromatic radiation. The main experimental chamber is equipped with an angle-

resolved photoemission spectrometer, an Auger electron spectrometer, LEED, ion

sputtering gun, sample manipulator for heating (2000 K) and cooling (100 K), cleaver and

various metal evaporation sources. Preparation chambers can be attached to the main

chamber, and samples can be transferred via vacuum interlocks from chemical hood or
5*,.

MBE growth environments into the main chamber (ultra-high vacuum, , 1 - 10-10 torr) in a

matter of minutes. A PDP I 13 computer is presently used for both the beam line

operation and the data acquisition.

Since April 1986, we have accumulated several months of operational experience

with the multi-undulator device for experimental research programs. No major problems "

have been encountered and all the minor ones have been overcome. The operation of the

multi-undulator device is now considered to be well established and routinely done. A

number of research programs have been pursued using the quasi-monochromatic radiation .

from the undulators.

The mechanical assembly and installation of the high-resolution monochromator

took considerably longer than originally anticipated, mainly due to the requirements of

exceedingly high tolerances and severe heat levels, but these problems were finally

overcome in late 1987. The monochromator is now fully completed and will be used for

experimentation as soon as beam becomes available in 1988. This is a very important

development, since many of the proposed research programs are critically dependent on a

high spectral resolution over the entire photon energy range, 10-1200 eV. However, for a

number of experiments, the quasimonochromatic radiation is preferable. Therefore, we

have made provisions so that we can switch between the two modes of operation and
%'

optimize the photon source conditions.
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It should be recognized that Beam Line V is indeed a very complex experimental

setup with several technologically advanced components. An international symposium held

at Stanford in October 1985 (organized by Dr. Tatchyn and Prof. Lindau) was of critical

importance to form the basis for a successful operation of the beam line. The proceedings

(368 pages) were published by the International Society for Optical Engineering. The table

of contents is attached as Appendix IV. It has been clearly demonstrated that the undulators

produce radiation with the spectral characteristics very close to the calculated ones, see for

instance the work described in Appendices V and VI. Appendix VI also reports on a

scheme for focusing the undulator light, an approach which will be very important for

many applications.

4
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III. DOD USER COMMUNTIY

SSRL is operating about 800 eight hour shifts per year in a dedicated mode (i.e.,

2400 hours) and an equal amount of time in a parasitic mode on the high-energy physics

program. According to the agreement of assigning beam time on the undulator beam line,

the DOD user community has the exclusive priority to one-third of the available time, i.e.,

nominally about 100 shifts (800 hours) of dedicated time and an equal amount, 100 shifts

(800 hours), of parasitic time. During dedicated mode of operation, the storage ring is

typically run at 3 GeV (and 100 mA), and the four-undulator configuration is optimized to

cover the spectral region 10-1200 eV under these conditions. During parasitic operation,

the storage ring is usually run at lower energies, which will limit the spectral region

covered by the undulators. But, even under the most unfavorable conditions, 1.5 GeV, the

spectral region up to 300 eV will be covered. The undulator beam line will thus provide

very powerful radiation for the DOD user community also under parasitic conditions.

The procedures and policies for assigning beam time were discussed briefly in the

Introduction, and more details can be found in Appendix I. At the present time, there are

six DOD supported research groups actively doing or planning research in connection with

Beam Line V: Profs. Lindau/Spicer, Stanford (interfacial chemistry and metallurgy of

metal/semiconductor systems, DARPA/ONR); Dr. Pate, Stanford (synthetically fabricated

diamond films, SDIO/ONR); Prof. Csonka, Oregon (Li-based x-ray laser, AFOSR); Dr.

V. Rehn (MBE grown superlattices, ONR, planned); and Prof. Schwuttky, Arizona (GaAs

surface topography, DARPA). With the completion of the high-resolution

monochromator, it is anticipated that both the number of user groups and demand for beam

time will increase dramatically during the next phase of operation. As pointed out earlier,

we have a mechanism in place to handle the beam time assignments (see Appendix I).

5'
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Appendix I

"Minutes from the First Beam-Time Assignment
Meeting" and Procedure for Assigning Beam Time on the
DOD Funded Beam Line at SSRL"
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I. Lindau. November 1986

Minutes from the First Beam-time Assignments Meetina at Stanford. October

The first meeting to discuss procedures for assigning beam-time on the

DOD funded beam-line at SSRL was held at Stanford October 24, 1986, in

conjunction with the Annual SSRL Users' Meeting.

Present: Prof. P. Pianetta, SSRL

Prof. I. Lindau, Stanford

Prof. W. E. Spicer, Stanford

Dr. M. A. Stroscio, AFOSR

Dr. M. A. Stroscio for

Dr. L. Cooper, ONR

Since this was Dr. Stroscio's first visit to the Stanford Synchrotron

P.adiation Laboratory, a visit was arranged to the facilities of the DOD funded

multi-undulator beam-line. After the Laboratory tour a discussion followed

regarding beam-time allocations. The general policy for these allocations is

describd in the document "Procedure for Assigning Beam Time on the DOD

Funded Beam Line at SSRL." A copy of this document is enclosed. The

following guidelines were proposed for assignment of beam-time for the

period 1/1/87-12/31187:

1. The priority time assigned to the DOD user community (one third

of the total beam-time) should be shared equally for research work supported

by DARPA, AFOSR, ARO and ONR, respectively.

1 ,i' %



2. The beam-time assignment described under point 1) can be

subject to adjustments as found appropriate when the real beam-time requests

are available. In this case the Beam Line Committee will be polled by phone.

3. Due to the technical complexity of the multi-undulator beam-line

it is highly recommended that new users seek advice and/or form

collaborative programs with more experienced users. (Prof. Pianetta or Prof.

Lindau should be contacted).

A discussion followed about the best means to provide the DOD supported

user community with information about the multi-undulator beam-line and its

unique capabilities. General information about the new beam-line is provided

to the existing user community of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory through its users' meeting and annual activity report (about 900

persons on the mailing list). The great success of the multi-undulator

operation has also given the project high visibility and publicity in the

synchrotron radiation user community. To further broaden the user

community it was felt important that the scientific program officers at the

respective funding agencies inform principal investigators who may benefit

from the new capabilities. The final DARPA/ONR report for the beam-line--

construction (authored by Prof. I. Lindau and W. E. Spicer) is a useful Up

document for technical information. But all prospective users are encouraged I

to contact Prof. Lindau or Prof. Pianetta for the detailed planning of their

experiment.

N.



PROCEDURE FOR ASSIGNING BEAM TIME ON THE

DOD FUNDED BEAM LINE AT SSRL

Introduction

The DOD funded beam line at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory

(SSRL) became operational in October 1984 and has been accessible for the

general DOD user community since May 1985. According to an agreement, as /

described in the original proposal submitted to DARPA in December 1981, the I

DOD user community will have priority access to one third of the total beam

time for a period of three years. The priority time is renewable for addi-

tional periods of three years, based on the recommendation of a review commi-

tee appointed by the Stanford Vice Provost for Research. The following cri-

teria will be used in the evaluation of renewal: (I) quality of research;

(2) significant contributions to the general education and research missions

of Stanford University; and (3) effective support and responsibility for the

beam line operation. The research work done under the priority time should

be specified in proposals admitted to SSRL, following guidelines as defined

by SSRL. DOD funded users will have access to beam time on beam lines acces-

sible to the general SSRL user community on a competitive basis and independent

of priority time allocation. In accordance with Stanford University policy,

only unclassified research can be carried out at SSRL.

Beam Time Allocation Committee

The assignment of beam time on the DOD funded beam line at SSRL will be

done by a committee, hereafter referred to as the Beam Line Committee. The

Beam Line Committee will be composed of the following eight members, one of

which has nonvoting status:
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Sone representative each from AFOSR, ARO, and ONR or their designates;

* two representatives from DARPA or their designates;

* the two principal investigators from Stanford University, Professors

I. Lindau and W. E. Spicer or their designates;

* one SSRL representative, Professor Pianetta or his designate with non-

voting status and acting as liaison person to SSRL.

Meeting Schedule of the Beam Line Committee
0

The Beam Line Committee will meet annually in conjunction with the SSRL

User's Meeting, presently held at the end of October. At this meeting, the

Committee will make beam time allocation for the entire following year, start-

ing January 1. Under compelling circumstances, a majority vote of the Beam
'p

Line Committee can decide to hold a meeting at any other time during the year

to resolve an urgent problem on beam time allocation. Whenever necessary for

timely decisions, the Beam Line Committee can be polled by mail and/or phone.

Guidelines for Beam Time Allocation

The Beam Line Committee will allocate beam time according to the following

guidelines: (1) Any individual researcher(s) and research group(s) receiving d

DOD support are invited to request priority time on the DOD funded beam line.

(2) The prime considerations in allocating beam time will be the scientific

quality of the proposed work and its relevance to DOD needs and objectives.

(3) A minimum amount of beam time will be guaranteed each year to each of

AFOSR, ARO, ONR, and DARPA to insure that the particular needs and objectives

of each research office will be taken into consideration. This minimum amount

of beam time will be decided at the first Beam Line Committee Meeting. (4) A

minimum amount of beam time will be guaranteed to each of the principal

investigators in recognition of their contributions to the beam line project.

2



This minimum amount of beam time will be decided at the first Beam Line

Committee meting.

Logistics of Beam Time Assignment

Consideration of beam time allocation will be based on proposals sub-

mitted in time for the annual Beam Line Committee Meeting. The proposals

should give a short description of the scientific and/or technological

motivation of the proposed work and be as broad and generic as possible.

The format of the proposals should be consistent with the SSRL Proposal

Guidelines. In addition to the information requested in the SSRL Proposal

Guidelines, it is important to emphasize how the proposed work can benefit

from the unique characteristics of the beam line. The required set-up time

and the required assistance from the beam line support organization should

also be spelled out. The Beam Line Committee will submit its decision about
S

the beam line allocation to the SSRL proposal coordinator, who will then

apply the existing SSRL policy (e.g., regarding beam time request forms,

safety information, etc.) to the actual scheduling of the experiments. All

proposals will also be forwarded to the Proposal Review Panel (after the

Beam Line Committee has made its decision) in order to obtain an independent

evaluation of the scientific quality. This process is particularly important

in terms of the renewal of the priority time agreement which takes place every

third year.

Summary

The procedures of assigning beam time, as discussed above, will be reviewed

at each of the annual Beam Line Committee Meetings and appropriate changes made

by majority vote.
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Technical Paper: "Multi-Undulator Beam Line V at SSRL:
A Progress Report" by R.Z. Bachrach et al, Nucl. Inst.
Meth (to be published 1988).
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Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation, 5th National Conference
University of Wisconsin - Madison

21-25 June 1987

Multi-Undulator Beam Line V at SSRL: A Progress

Report

R.Z. Bachrach, R.D. Bringans, L.E. Swartz

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, Ca 94304

I. Lindau, B.B. Pate, R.G. Carr, N. Hower, B. Youngman, H. Morales, and P. Pianetta
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory

Stanford University
Stanford, Ca. 94305

Abstract

A progress report is given on the implementation of Multi-Undulator Beam Line V at
SSRL, also known as Beam Line Wunder. The beam line has been designed to exploit
insertion device technology in the spectral range from 10-1000 eV. Aspects of the
multi-undulator, the monochromator, and the experimental areas are described

1. Introduction

This report provides an overview of the progress on the implementation of Multi-
undulator Beam Line V at SSRL.. The beam line is also known as beam line wunder,
because of its use of wiggler-undulator insertion source technology. The last
phase of the construction is due for completion in the fall of 1987. This paper
highlights the operational success of the new multi-undulator concept and the
status of the Locust monochromator. We have previously given a complete
review of the design of the beam line in reference 1 and the technical details
presented here are a summary of that more complete report. Reference 1 cites

the other pertinent papers.
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:.Z. Bachrach et al I Multi-Undulator Beam Line Vat SSRL... 2

The specific focus for Beam Line V is the spectral range from 10-1000 eV and the
design goal is to deliver the highest possible power density to the sample in the
smallest feasible bandwidth. We have previously summarized the status of the
main beam line elements: the Xerox/Stanford SSRL BLV Multi-undulator; the
L -ust Monochromator; and the experimental area.

The design of the beam line is dominated by the increased beam power density
from an undulator source which necessitated active cooling of most elements
likely to be hit by the beam. In the case of optical elements, this requirement
arises not only because of possible damage, but also because distortions of the
optics must be minimized to maintain ultimate performance. As a result of our 0
studies, presented in reference 1, we have shown a new way for configuring
undulators as sources, we have shown the expected improvements to be gained
from silicon carbide optics, we have formulated a state of the art second
generation soft X-ray monochromator which can handle the high power and 0
deliver high resolution, and we have resolved issues on the best experimental
configurations for the use of undulator beams.

2. SSRL BLV Multi-undulator d.

2.1 Multi-Undulator Design

Early in the design studies of the beam line, we specified that several undulator

periods would be required to span fully the design range of 10-1000 eV. The
result of the considerations is the discovery that specific insertions could be sized
so that they could be placed close together. Previous to this, considerations for
New Rings such as ALS or the 6 GeV ring had been predicated upon having beam
lines with narrow undulator ranges and narrowly defined function. The multi- 0

undulator concept is therefore important for broadly expanding the utility of
insertion devices.

The SSRL BLV Multi-undulator, shown in figure 1 with five possible insertion

devices, was installed into SPEAR on September 10, 1985. Table 1 lists many of
the relevant parameters. Figure 1 depicts the five possible insertion devices

nounted on individual stainless steel I beams set in the mover structure
surrounding the SPEAR beam pipe. The in5et shows how the SmCo s magnet bars
are held. Scanning the undulators can be accomplished in a straightforward

N "W N.



.2. Bachrach et alI /Multi-Undulator Beam Line V at SSRL... 3

manner by varying the magnet jaw gaps of all the undulators simultaneously with

the active one positioned over the SPEAR beam pipe. Interchange between the
different periods can then be carried out by opening the jaws and sliding the
undulators across the beam pipe within the confines of the SPEAR tunnel. An
important part of the design is the end coil corrections which were implemented
with a single stationary set of electromagnets.

The Multi-undulator innovation represents a major advance in the art of

permanent magnet undulator devices and solves the problem of achieving a wide
range while remaining in the undulator regime. We have chosen to implement

devices with N = 10,15,24 and 30 periods in the available 183cm SPEAR straight
section corresponding to 18.3, 12.2, 7.6,and 6.1 cm period lengths. This selection
of periods allows the whole tuning range to be covered with the undulator
fundamental.

The parameters in Table 1 characterize the Multi-undulator for SPEAR operating
at 3GeV, a typical dedicated operating condition. For each device the range of
the fundamental will have a low energy cutoff set by the requirement that the
magnets have a remanent field of 0.93 Tesla and a minimum gap of 3.0cm, and an

absolute high energy cutoff set by K = 0. Table one shows the tuning ranges
achievable with the Multi-undulator based upon power criteria and also
characterizes the photon energy and radiated power at K values of 3.5, 1.4, and
0.5 corresponding to the half power and maximum of the fundamental.

2.2 Multi-undulator Construction

The multi-undulator consists of the individual period insertions, the mover frame,

and the control electronics. The periods are built up from SmCo5 blocks mounted
into keepers which are then atiached to the I beams mounted in the mover frame.
The mover is constructed to be able to separate the magnet jaws while keeping

them parallel to within 1 mil over the two meter length. The drive system allows
for a vertical scanning resolution of 1 mil. In the original design, everything
above the horizontal slide except the magnets was made of stainless or aluminum
to minimize the possibility of field distortions. Due to delivery problems,
magnetic steel lead screws were substituted in order to achieve the completion

schedule. As described below, this substitution does not seem to have led to

operational problems.
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In the Original SSRL-LBL permanent magnet undulator, the magnets were

epoxied to the keepers. We have developed a scheme for mechanically clamping

the magnets which eliminates the gluing shown in figure 1. The square cross

section magnet bars are beveled on the ends such that the bars can be clamped

into the keeper with a flush mounting design so that the minimum achievable
gap is not compromised. Thus we can still use the minimum 3cm gap available

with the SPEAR Vacuum Chamber. The substitution of mechanical clamping for

gluing results in substantial reduction of assembly labor and in addition permits

for correction of problems should they develop. After the assembly procedure

was establisllqd with the first device, the remaining devices were assembled with

just a few days each.

The first phase in the assembly of the insertions upon receipt of the magnets is

inspection of the magnets. Examination of the measurements provided by the

manufacturer relative to tests made at SSRL on one set showed that remeasuring

was not needed. Thus the remaining magnets were checked for uniformity and

for mislabeling with a visualization card and then set on rubber cushioned steel

plates for storage. Once a pool of acceptable magnets was designated, the sorting

was performed by computer. A previous hand sort had taken three weeks, and

the computer sort required only several hours of computer time. The physical

magnets were then arranged according to the sort and inserted into the keepers

using some specially prepared fixturing. The individual keepers were then

mounted onto the I beams, putting the upper ones in first and then covering

them with a protective spacer. We have found it possible to install the individual

sections onto the I beams with the mover in the SPEAR tunnel. Originally we

thought we might have to move the I beams as a unit.

Once the I beams were set, the phase was checked with the visualization card and

measurements taken using a coil and integrating voltmeter of SB.dl. The

measurements were taken as a function of gap and determined the corrector coil

settings required for the integral to be zero.

2.3 Multi-Undulator Operational Testing

The testing of the multi-undulator commenced with the 10 and 15 period devices

inserted. The presence of these two devices allowed us to explore all aspects of

the device. The testing started from the table of compensation measurements

...*.***.q
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developed during the construction. This was tested against operational criteria

for beam stability in SPEAR. Because very limited machine physics time has been

available to date, this description is preliminary, but indicative of the compatibilty
of the multi-undulator concept with stable operation of the storage ring. The 24

and 30 period devices were then installed with the mover in the SPEAR tunnel and
also successfully operated.

The testing had several objectives. The first was to refine the trim coil

compensation requirements; the second was to characterize any possible tune
resonances which might disrupt the operation of the storage ring; the third was

to examine any injection problems the presence of the multi-undulator might

create; and the fourth was to explore the limits on horizontal exchange with

beam in the machine.

An SSRL position monitor was used to determine orbital motion of the beam as

the multi-undulator gap is changed. Starting from an extreme open postion, the

trim coil current required to maintain the beam position as the gap was closed
was determined. These measurements essentially reproduced the previously

established table.

The horizontal motion of the beam was found to be 3mm per ampere, so that

close control of the trim is required to maintain the orbital tolerances required by
many of the beam line experiments.

To date, no significant tune resonances have been found, injection is not

disturbed by the presence of the mulit-undulator, horizontal interchange can be S

accomplished without dumping the beam and it seems feasible to track the trim

as the horizontal motion is performed so that the beam position will not be

significantly disturbed. The multi-undulator design has therefore met its

objectives

A number of experiments were performed using the unmonochromatized beam

from the multi-undulator, but these were interrupted in June, 1986, in order to

begin installation of the Locust Monochromator which has been ssembled in
place. The measurements included calorametric determination of the beam

power. These measurements confirmed our modeling results of the beam power.
A more complete technical description of the multi-undulator will be given at a

later date.

S,,

I
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V

3. The Locust Monochromator -

3.1 Overview

In specifying a monochromator for this beam line, we sought an instrument which
would match well to the multi-undulator and SPEAR characteristics and which
would advance the state of the art. The resulting Locust monochromator
implements a constant deviation Vodar geometry Rowland Circle mounting and is

descended from the Grasshopper Monochromator. By using closed loop
computer control and configurational changes, the design incorporates a number
of features that would not be achievable with either the Grasshopper or the
Extended Range Grasshopper, ERG, configuration for these optics. As with the
Grasshopper, the Locust uses principally spherical or conic section optics. The
Grasshopper was the first fully UHV monochromator. The Locust achieves both
variable angle of incidence optics and is the first to be fully water cooled to
enable it to maintain performance with the powers delivered by an undulator.
The incorporation of water cooling consistent with accepted vacuum practice
while maintaining the required mechanical and optical tolerances proved to be a
major design problem and added immensely to the scope of design work
required. The Locust uses an elliptically figured SiC entrance mirror fabricated by
TRW2, SiC entrance codling slit, and both spherical and cylindrical gratings.

3.2 Ranges and expected performance
I

Achieving the desired ranges shown in Table 2 was a process of considerable trade
off. We describe these ranges as optimized predicated by the choice of grating
blaze which is within the accessible range. This categorization is useful because
all the gratings can go to zero order. Figure 2 shows the resolution versus photon
energy over the ranges for each of the gratings. These are accompanied with
some flux numbers based upon a theoretical estimate of the monochromator
throughput with lOOma in the ring. Note the high resolution over the wide
operating range if realized will be significantly greater than that available with
most currently operating instruments and competitive with the best ever
achieved. The beam spot size on the sample with the optics described below
should be about 0.6mm half width at focus.

I
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3.3 Configurational Description

Figure 3 shows the primary configurational elements in the monochromator: the
entrance separation chamber; the entrance bellows; the moving chamber; the
exit chamber; the air bearing system; the laser interferometer; and the granite
reference surface. Figure 4 shows the same elements in the actual assembly

drawing. Figures 5 through 8 show perspective views of the monochromator.
Figure 5 shows the vacuum chamber and Fig 6 shows the optical mechanism, and

the lower half of the vacuum chamber mounted on the granite base. Figure 7
shows the air bearing system and we have used both straight air bearings as well
as combination air-vacuum pads. The air-vacuum pads maintain the horizontal
position of the instrument on the granite. Figure 8 shows the laser interferometer
path. The three axis interferometer allows the motions to be tracked to the
necessary precision. The Interferometer is backed up by some conventional

encoders so the instrument can be used even if the interferometer is not working.

Several of the other extensive alignment and positioning aids can be seen in
figure 6. These include mirrors on the main shaft for auto-collimating the angular

position during setup.

The optical platform is mounted to the granite separately from the vacuum

chamber to eliminate inducing distortions in the optics. The optical base and the

chamber are coupled at the drive nut on the lead screw. All the connections to

the optical mechanism are made through the bottom of the chamber, so the top
can be readily removed, thus exposing the instrument as depicted in figure 6. The

chamber was fabricated by Thermionics and is closed with a Helicoflex seal. As of

this writing, the chamber has perfomed to mechanical and vacuum specifications
and has been installed on the granite base. A detailed paper on the
monochromator will be presented once operational data have been obtained.

The moving component of the instrument weighs approximately 1300 Kg, but the

drive shaft and stepping motor seen in the lower right of figure 6 and 7 is capable
of driving the the mechanism through a single resolution step in less than 50 msec

and attain a maximum velocity of about 10 mm/sec. Thus the system can scan its

full range in about 1.5 minutes.

4. Experimental Area and Refocusing
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The refocusing system is built into the monochromator. The refocusing system -,

creates three work areas by providing two beams deflected horizontally at 14

degrees from mirrors 0.5 meters from the exit slit and one vertically at four

degrees with a mirror 1.0 meter from the exit slit. The side stations are at 2.25
meters and the end station 3.5 meters from their respective mirrors. Although we _

would have liked to have moved experimental stations further back, the focusing

aberrations substantially increased the size of the beam so that the apertures of

typical electron spectrometers would have been overfilled. Fully optimized optics

can only be accomplished with a single end station because of the space

requirments.

The current design plan is based on toroidal optics with evolution to conically 0

formed optics planned in the future. The two side stations have a more limited

energy range then the end station, but this is offset by the participating research

groups being able to maintain experimental chambers in place permanently. The

end station port is for general use and has no permanently installed chamber.
Provision has been developed, however, for rapidly changing and positioning

chambers including the SSRL facility chambers available for general users.
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Tables:

I. Xerox/Stanford SSRL 8LV Multi-Undulator Parameters

2. Locust Monochromator Parameters

FIGURES

Fig. I Pictorial of the Xerox/Stanford SSRL 8LV Multi-undulator. The five possible insertions

mounted on stainless steel I beams are shown installed in the mover assembly surrounding the

SPEAR beam pipe. The inset shows how the SmCo magnet bars are mounted.

Fig 2 Estimated energy resulution versus photon energy for each of the gratings. The inset

numbers give estimated fluxes at the sample for SPEAR running 100 ma at 3 GeV. a.,"

Fia 3 Scl.ematic side view of the Locust Monochromator showing the major assemblies.

The details are given in the text. A perspective view of the Moving Chamber is shown in figure S.

The exit chamber contains the exit slit and the refocusing mirrors.

Fig 4 Assembly side view of the Locust Monochromator. A perspective view of the. -

monochromator is shown in figures 5-8.

Fig 5 Perspective view of the monochromator moving vacuum chamber asser'cy depciced

in figures 2 and 3. The chamber was fabricated by Thermionics and the upper and lower pieces

are closed with a Helicoflex seal.

Fici 6 Perspective view of the main optical mechanism with the vacuum envelope removed.
All the connections are introduced through the bottom plate to allow opening without

disassembly of the optical mechanism. Note the water cooling, the laser interferometer cubes,
and the other alignment aids.

Fig 7 Perspective view of the lower chamber assembly and the air bearing system. -

Fig 8 Perspective view of the laser interferometer system. showing the optical paths for the '.

three axes.
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TABLE 1

Xerox/Stanford SSRL BLV Multi-Undulator Parameters

Length: 183 cm Miniumum Gap: 3cm
SPEAR: 3.0 GeV 100ma

Number of periods 10 15 24 30
Period Length-). (cm) 18.3 12.2 7.6 6.1
Magnet Block Size (cm) )J8xA8z8 V8 z /8 x 7 V4 z /4 x 6 )J4 z 4 x 7
Tuning Range* (eV) 16-417 84-622 360-1020 800-1260
K maximum (3 cm gap) 9.0 4.6 2.6 1.6

eV, watts eV, watts eV, eV, watts

E1,Ptot (max K) 11.3, 289.4 59.8, 173.2 260.7, 136.3 616.5, 82.3
E1, Ptot (K=3.5) 65.8, 56.6 99.0, 98.5 .... -

E1, Ptot (K = 1.4) 237.5, 7.3 356.3, 16.4 570.0, 42.0 --

E1, Ptot (K=0.5) 417.0, 0.9 621.6, 2.0 993.4, 5.0 1245.0, 8.0 i
E1,Ptot (K=0.0) 467 700.8 1120.6 1401.6 .

* The lower limit of this tuning range is set by the power limit. With suitable power filterin
the maximum K range can be reached. Note that if the storage ring energy is reduced these numb,
scale by the square of the energy.
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TABLE 2

Locust Monochromator Parameters

Operating Range: 10-1000 eV
100 Watts Input Power
Silicon Carbide Optics
Water Cooled Optics

Laser Interferometer Encoding
Fully Computer Controlled

Grating Angle 20 40 100 200
Grating Radius (mnm) 9355 4817 1986 1037
Grating Blank (lzwzd-mnm) I00x40i30 80x40z30 60x40z30 60x40z30
grooves/mm 1200 1200 600 600
Resolution (A) 0.0126 0.0242 0.0593 0.1136
SIG (mnm) 3265 3360 3448 3547
Linear Travel (mm) 820 800 400 150
Angular Travel 50 120 180 130
Blaze angle 1.30 2.00 .*

Blaze Energy (eV) 600 210 70* 20*
Resolution at Blaze (eV) 0.37 0.086 0.023 0.0036
Optimized Range (eV) 1500 -250 450-90 150-30 50- 10
Mechanical Range (eV) zero order - 220 zero order -60 zero order -27 zero order -10

*These are laminar cylindrical gratings which are not blazed
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The SSRL Insertion Device Beam Line 'Wunder'

R.Z Bachrach and R.D. Bringans

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, Ca 94304, (415)494-4157

B.B. Pate and R.G. Carr

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
SLAC Bin 69, PO Box 4349, Stanford Unversity, Stanford, Ca 94305

Abstract

Insertion devices as radiation sources on storage rings offer potential for
substantial gains in beam brightness and flux delivered to a sample. Achieving
these gains, however, requires several new aspects of beam line design. New
aspects of beam line design arise from the high beam power, the complex spectral - -
and geometrical characteristics, and the need for a wide spectral range. We
discuss these aspects of insertion device soft X-ray synchrotron radiation beam
lines with examples drawn from our prolect creating Beam Line Wunder at the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. The major research use envisioned
for this beam line is for spectroscopic expenments which require the highest,
possible intensity and resolution for a tunable constant deviation source. We
summarize the current status of each of the beam line major components: the
Multi-undulator, the transport system, the Locust Monochromator, the computer ,e
control system, and the expenmental area.

I. Introduction

Several new aspects of synchrotron radiation beam line design become important when bending magnet
sources are replaced by an undulator. Our prolect creating Beam Line Wunder at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory1 .2, SSRL, has illucidhted and evaluated these aspects for their impact on all the beam C
line system elements. In this paper, we descnbe the requirements for an undulator based beam line in the
context of the formulation of SSRL Beam Line Wunder. We review specific detail on the designs and
implementations aimed at a beam line for the spectral range from 10-1000 eV which will deliver the highest
possible power density to the sample in the smallest feasible bandwidth.

The primary system concerns can be partitioned into beam collimation. spectral range, spatial charactenstics.
and power. In particular. the increased beam power oensity from an unoulator source necessitates active C
cooling of most elements likely to be hit by the beam. In the case of optical elements, this requirement arises V.

not only because of possible damage. but also because distortions of the optics must be minimized to maintain
ultimate performance. As a result of our studies. we have shown a new way for configunng undulators as
sources, we have shtwn the expected improvements to be gained from silicon carbide optics, we have %
formulated a state of t- art second generation soft X-ray monochromator which can handle the high power N
and deliver high resol. on. anO we have resolved issues on the best experimental configurations for ttle use of S
undulator beams.
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SIaL BEAM LINE WUNDER

UNDULATOR N1AM TRANSPORT MONOCHROMATOR EXPERIMENT COMPUTER

EiG. Beam line description consisting of the elements: Source, transport, monochromator,
experiment, computer.

The project began in 1979 as a bending magnet beam line but shifted to wiggler-undulator technology after the
successful operation of a permanent magnet device in SPEAR.3 ,4 The collaborative project 1 between Xerox
and Stanford motivated the funding from NSF/UIC, DARPA, DOE, and Xerox and then first needed to modify
the SPEAR storage ring to free up the physical space for the required straight section by replacing the
previous four SPEAR design RF cavities with two of the PEP design. The funding required for the construction
and installation of these two RF cavities was substantial and therefore our beam line development work was
delayed several years as the initial funding was used to modify the storage ring. In the mean time, we pursued
detailed studies both of undulators as sources and of the impact of achieving the desired performance with the
high powers anticipated before embarking on specific designs.2 These studies led us to the beam line system
implementation described here.

Figure I summarizes the main beam line elements that are discussed in this paper. The Xerox/Stanford SSRL
BLV Multi-undulator; the beam transport system; the Locust Monochromator; the experimental area; and the
beam line computer. We will discuss aspects of each of these elements in that order, but these descriptions 0
should be considered previews until operational data is available in the next year to two.

H. The Xerx/Stnford SSRL BLV Mutlundulator

Early in the design studies of the beam line,1 ,2 we specified that several undulator periods would be required
to span fully the design range of 10-1000 eV. The result of the considerations is the discovery that specific
insertione could be sized so that they could be placed close together. Scanning the undulators can be
accomplished in a straightforward manner by varying the magnet jaw gaps of all the undulators simultaneously
with ft active one positioned over the SPEAR beam pipe. Interchange between the different periods can then
be caried out by opening the jaws to full gap and sliding the undulators across the beam pipe within the
confines of the SPEAR tunnel. The resultant Xerox/Stanford SSRL BLV Multi-undulator, shown in figure 2
with five possible insertion devices, was installed into SPEAR on September i0, 1985, and its construction and
operation will be detailed in a subsequent paper. Table 1 lists many of the relevant parameters. Figure 2
depicts the five possible insertion devices mounted on individual stainless steel I beams mounted in the mover

structure surrounding the SPEAR beam pipe. The inset shows how the SmC0 5 magnet bars are held.

262 / SPE VoL 582 nemrnwil Conference on Inwion Devices for Synchrotron Sources 1985)
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Pictorial of the Xerox/Stanf ord SSRL BLV ulti- und ulaor. Thuafie psil isrinmutdo

Length: 183 cm MJiniumum Gap: 3cm
SPEAR. 3.0 GeV 100ma

.%umber orperiods t0 Is 24 30
Period Length-h (cm) 18.3 12.2 7.6 6.1
M4agnetBlock Size 1cm) A/8 xA/8 A A/11 AA/11 7 A./4 xA/4 x6 )./4 xA/4 x7

Tuning Range* 1eV) 16-417 94-622 360-1020 M001260
Krmaammumn (3cm gap) 9.0 4.6 2.6 1.6

eV.,war ev. war ek_ 3tiS eV. war
E I. Po (m@a K) 11.3. 2894 598. 173.2 260. 36.3 616.5. 82.3
E 1. Po (K = 1.) 65.8. 566 99 0. 98.5
E l. PUX (K = 1.4) 237.5. ? 3 356A3 16.4 5'0 0. 412,0
E 1, Plot (K = 0.5) 4170. 09 621.6 2.0 993 4 5.0 1245.0. 8.0
E 1. Pro (K = 0.0) 467 '00.8 1120,6 1401.6

*The lower limit of this tuning range is set b% the beam line power liMIL With suita~ble power filtering. the
maxsimum K range can be reached. '.ote that if the storage ring energy is reduced these number scale by the
square of the energy.

The Multi-undulator innovation represents a major advance in the art of permanent magnet undulator devices
and solves the problem of achieving a wide range while remaining in the undulator regime. We have chosen to

4 implement devices with N =10.15,24 and 30 periods in the available 183cm SPEAR straight section
corresponding to 18.3. 12.2, 7.8,and 6.1 cm period lengths.

The undulator devices implemented use the permanent magnet arrangement described by Halbach5 in which
there are M=4 blocks We undulatot period. The relationship between the on-axis field, the magnet gap g,
magnet height h, magnet period A, and the remanent field Br of the magnets is given by:

80 =~ 2'r expf-wIu/AI sin(v/M) (I-cxp(-217h/AflJ (4)
,r/M

in the limit where the dimension of the magnets transverse to the beam is large. The magnets we have
received from Vacuum Schmielte achieve 0.93 Tesla for 8 .1 We have restricted ourselves to an out of vacuum
device and thus the minimum gap for the magnets is about 3.0cm. In optimizing our devices, the 30 and 24
period devices have h at A/4 while the 15 and 10 penod devices have two square section blocks with h in X/8
per orientation. Thie reduces the maximum field and thereby K< and power. The length of the blocks was also
made as small as feasible consistent with the magnetic field uniformity required for operation of the storage
ring. One should note that reducing the volume of SmCo 5 for these latter devices represents a substantial
reduction in cost. In assmbling the magnets, a number of constraints were developed to sort and place the
individual magnets. The sorting procedure is described in this volume6 and the overall construction of the
Multi-undulator will be presented in a subsequent paper.7
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The comnbination of Periods achieves the scanning ranges for E, depicted in figure 3 (reproduced from
reference 2) for SPEAR operating at 1.5 and 3.0 GeV and derived from equation I for the ith harmonic.

950 [E (Gev)e i
Ei(eV) = ___________ _ i= 1.2.3,4.(1)

Acm) it + K2/2 + y2921

The parameter K is defined as:

K =0.934 B0(Tesla) XMcm). (2)

B0 is the on axis magnetic field, E. is the stored electron energy, -f - E5(MeV)/0.51 1, and 8 is the observation
angle. One can think of K as a coupling constant that expr'esas* how much the electron beami is being
wiggled. Small K corresponds to the undulator regime and high K to the wiggler regime. In optimizing the
undulator design for the photon energy range of 10 to 1000eV at an electron energy of 3.0GeV several
considerations arise. For example, for the original 30 peniod device installed at SSRL the fundamental cannot
go below about 720eV in an out of vacuum mode. Increasing the length of the undulator's Period makes this
problem less severe but reduces the overall intensity in a fixed length device because of the reduction of the
number of periods. With the length limitation that NA must be less than about M8cm one can see from
equation (1) that high values of K and/or 69 are required in order to get down to lower photon energies. The
15 period device covers much of the desired range. but the coverage and overlap is improved by having the 10
and 24 Period devices. The 10 period device in Particular makes the low energy range accessible with the first
harmonic. For SPEAR at 3 GeV, pushling the fundamental below 50eV even with the 10 peod device requires
large values of K and thus high total power from the device.

in an earlier study8 some of these aspects were examined and plots were given of the magnet jaw gap size
and the magnitude of K required to obtain a particular value of the first harmonic. Figure 4 presents this
information with the parameters from the implemented Multi-undulator periods. Shown are the energy of the
first harmonic and K as a function of undulator jaw gap for the four undulators. The gap drive system was
designed with sufficient resolution that both the Mitiundulator and the monoclhromator can track together.
This required a stepping tolerance of about 25#m
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In previous papers, we have characterized our expectations for the power from thee devices. Figure 5
compssthe expected first harmonic flux for three of the undulators compared to bending magnet and
wiggler devices. The undulator curves depict the first harmonic tuning range while the wiggler and bending
magnet curves are continua. The total power radiated by the undulator per ma of electron beam current is
given by2.

PT (W/ma) = 0.00730 K2 [EGeV)12 N / A(cm) (5)

and the power in the fundamental is given by the approximate equation

P! - PT /l I+ K 2/2 '  (6)

This relationship is shown graphically in Figure 6. Note that to a good approximation, the first harmonic power
peaks at K a v(2 where it equals one quarter the total power. In general, if one can tolerate the total power
loading, one can for a fixed length device usually get more power at the photon energy of interest by operating
a short period device at a higher K value. Thus the design optimization criteria are fairly complicated and
involve a lot of system considerations which include both spatial and spectral filtering. For the Beam Line
Wunder design, the determining criteria ultimately were set by the power handling capability and the aperture
of the monochromator. We thus limited the ultimate capability of elements in front of the monochromator to
match and thereby limited the cost. The major design objective is to achieve as wide a range as possible while
keeping the K parameter below 2 in order to stay in the undulator regime as much as possible. The undulator
regime is desirable because it optimizes the flux at the desired energy to the total flux.

We show in Figure 7 selected spectra calculated for K = 1.25. 2.25. and 3.5 for the 15 period undulator which,
with suitable scaling of the energy and intensity scales, are typical of those for any of the devices over the
same K range. The spectra are the result of integrating over all azimuthal angle qp and over 9 up to a maximum
angle of 1 mrad. The assumption that the emittance of the electron beam is zero has only a small effect when
integrating over such large angles. The general trend is that as K increases, the continuum aspect increases
but that there is significant modulation of the spectrum. Below K - 1, the spectrum is essentially dominated by
the first harmonic. Note that in all the spectra. the low energy cut off energy is the same and is established by
the viewing aperture.
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undulator curves represent a tuning range with the the first harmonic as a function of K showing the
low energy cut off determined by the minimum gap optimization in the vicinity of K w 1. One should note
between the permanent magnets. This range also however that the total optical power at a desired
shifts with the stored energy of SPEAR beam. energy can be increased by increasing K if one can

handle the total power.
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To obtain photon energies below about 60 eV with the 15 period device, it is necessary to go to large observer
angles. Because the beam line elements, in particular the gratings in the monochromator, subtend a finite
angle, it is important to examine the effect of an angular restriction on the spectra. In the spectrum for K a 3.5
the angular cutoff is seen clearly as the step like structure at low energies. It is clear that the constraints for
Beam line V at SSRL require that relatively large acceptance angles be available in order to get to low photon
energies with the 15 period device. One can extend the range however by working in the tail of the first
harmonic. As can be seen in figure 7, the first harmonic has a considerable tail to low energy. Spatially, these

lower energy components arise off axis and so if one wants to use them, one needs to collect a larger solid
angle than needed for the first harmonic energy. Ideally one would extend to 3 milliradians in the horizontal.
but for a number of reasons we limited this implementation to 1.5 milliradians. We propose to obtain the wider 1'.
range if necessary with the power filter described below.

Examination of the spectra for the 15 period undulator in figure 7 shows that it is easy to cover the range from
-20 to 1000eV with one setting (e.g. K = 3.5) if one does not require the fundamental to be scanned. It is clear
that careful monitoring of the incident photon flux and good higher order rejection would be necessary for
spectroecopic experiments in this case because of the intrinsic modulation of the input beam. To scan the
fundamental over a similar range requires the full complement of devices.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters characterizing the Multi-undulator for SPEAR operating at 3GeV, a typical
dedicated operating condition. For each device the range of the fundamental will have a low energy cutoff set %

by the requirement that the magnets have a remanent field of 0.93 Tesla and a minimum gap of 3.0cm. and an
absolute high energy cutoff set by K a0 in equation (1). Table one shows the tuning ranges achievable with
the Mufti-undulator based upon power cnteria and also characterizes the photon energy and radiated power at

K values of 3.5, 1.4, and 0.5 corresponding to the half power and maximum of the fundamental.

In the principal operating mode, the SPEAR control room will enable the Beam Line V computer to control the S
vanation of the magnet jaw gap within appropriate limits. The dual control system also allows the Multi-

undulator to be operated from the SPEAR control room when appropriate. Some of these aspects are

discussed further in section VI.
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IlL BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The been trasport system is the backbone Of the beam line and incorporates a number of essential elements
for beam forming, control, and diagnostics. A Previous Paper outlined the functional elements required in
deail2 . Initially we had hoped to utilize a rather small diameter pipe, but more detailed examination of the
spatial characteristics of the beam and issues of radiation safety led us to a design that was more typical of
bending magnet transport systems. Avoiding transitions in flange sizes is also advantageous, so that we
propagated a given pipe size until a transition was necessary for other reasons.

A series of masks, stoppers, valves, shutters, and apertures constitute the initial control part of the beam line.
The masks serve to protect the valves from the beam power loading and also act as radiation shields. The
stoppers are an absolute radiation shield and are designed to absorb the full beam should it accidently dump
down the beam line. The apertures define the useful beam and in the case of an undulator beam line, also
serve to spatially filter stray radiation from upstream bending magnets. This stray source of radiation is a
severe problem for position monitor design and for the control of the beam in the vicinity of the beam line
takeoff. Our original design specification called for two sets of adjustable apertures, one in front of the
position monitor and one after. The later set of apertures can spatially filter .:e undulator radiation and is
useful for isolating the first harmonic and reducing extraneous higher order Power. This is a particularly useful
aspect with the Multi-undulator. The four periods we have available potentially allow us to drive the first
harmonic over the full 10-1000 eV range.

The beam line has both horizontal and vertical steering, but only the vertical steering is maintained with a feed
back system. The SPEAR beam position detector consists of a set of 1mm electrodes set 1cm apart in the
fringe field of the radiation. This positioning was chosen to accommodate the spatial variation of the undulator
beam over the range of operating parameters. The spatial extent of an undulator beam varies enormously, so
horizontal position detection, in particular, is difficult. The SPEAR beam is currently Smmxlmm, so that some
honzontal sensing can be accomplished, but this is primarily done with intermittent use of flourescent screens
in the diagnostic sections. The position monitoring and steering is still being evaluated because of overlap of
radiation from upstream bending magnets with the undulator radiation. It is hoped that apertures that have
been designed but not yet installed in front of the beam position monitor will resolve this problem.

The power limits for the transport system were set by cost considerations. In order to be able to use standard
water cooling we set 1200 watts/cm2 as an upper limit for any element in the beam line with the understanding
that the K of the undulators could be restricted to stay below this power limit. For design purposes and until
operational experience is gained, we set the maximum power handling capability of the morlochromator
entrance slit at 40 watts or 40 watts/cm assuming that all the incident power is absorbed in some worst case
alignments. This than corresponded to an input Power onto the entrance mirror of about 100 watts and was
consistent with the grating not absorbing more than 5 watts.

One consideration worth pointing out before proceeding further is that design of a transport for an undulator
based beam line would be simpler if one were only dealing with the first harmonic of the undulator which has a
relatively simple spatial characteristic. In order to best utilize the full energy and Power range of the insertion
devices however, one has to allow for operation both on the higher harmonics and, to reach low energies, in
the spatially complicated low energy tail of.the first harmonic. With all of these aspects considered, the beam
line optics needs to accomodate several milliradians of horizontal collection.

In addressing this issue one also has to decide where first to horizontally focus the beam. Because of the
characteristics of the undulator source. we chose not to perform any horizontal focusing prior to the
monochromator. We then set the aperture of the monochromator at 1.5 mrad to allow collection of the low
energy components. Note that if we were lust collecting the fundamental, an aperture of 0.5 mrad would have
sufficed. The horizontal demagnification on the samele is established by the refocusing optics system after the
monochromator. We were also motivated in our choice by the fact that a potential SPEAR upgrade would
reduce the beam size by about a factor of two. If we had used a convantional configuration with an MO mirror
at 8 meters, the power density on the mirror in the undulator mode where the beam divergence is only about
0.5 mrad would have been about 100 times higher than our previous experience. In our current configuration,
the first mirror, the elliptical cylinder entrance mirror. M,, to the monochromator, is at about 15 meters and is
made of silicon carbide.
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One way to accomodate the high power present when one increases K is to place a low pass filter before the
mondchromator. We have considered a vanety of schemes, all of which look feasible. The most promising are
a vertical deflecting three mirror configuration originally proposed by Rehn 9 and a horizontal Casegrain

configuration proposed by Pate which is both a spatial filter, beam compressor and reflective filter. The latter

filter removes the inner 1.5 mrad and compresses the outer 1 5 mrad into the central beam. Both of the

schemes allow the beam to enter and exit along the same axis so that little adjustment is needed in the optics

for insertion and extraction.

A diagnostics and white light section of the transport system precedes the monochromator. The intent was to

accommodate experiments that wanted to use the raw power available without any reflections. It also allows

for using'the higher harmonics to perform x-ray experiments. This option was discussed in an earlier paper1

where it was shown that significant flux Could be achieved up to 6 or 7 KeV. The diagnostics help to monitor
the input flux and beam condition.

IV. The LOCUST MONOCROMATOR

In specifying a monochromator for this beam line, we sought an instrument which would match well to the •

undulator and SPEAR characteristics and which would advance the state of the art. The resulting Locust
monochromator implements a constant deviation Vodar geometry Rowland Circle mounting and is descended
from the Grasshopper Monochromator. 10 By using closed loop computer control and configurational changes,
the design incorporates a number of features that would not be achievable with either the Grasshopper or the
Extended Range Grasshopper, ERG, I configuration for these optics. One should note that the basic optical

path 10 is equivalent in all three of these designs. This descriptive presentation is a preview to a complete
presentation which will be made once the instrument is operational. Reference 12 presents a general review of
current soft X-ray Monochromators.

IVa. Optics Description

One of the principal obiectives of the Locust1 ' 2 was to optimize the working spectral range of 10-1000 eV by %

incorporating a selectable grazing incidence angle,a', on the grating. This approach better optimizes the
grating efficiencies over the scanable energy range. It is not possible to optimize such a wide range with a

single grating in this mounting. Thus the design incorporates four gratings with different grazing angles of
incidence and optimized for subranges as shown in Table 2. This approach has allowed us to satisfy the
criteria for blazed gratings that the blaze angle should be small compared to the angle of incidence in order to
maintain efficiency. 13 Alternative approaches such as the recent slit-less SX-700 designed by Peterson 14 for
BESSY which has a small emittance and the UMO proposal by Brown and Hulbert t 5 would not work well on

SPEAR.

The optical path for the Locust monochromator shown in Figure 8 consists of a vertically focusing silicon

carbide elliptical cylinder entrance mirror, M, a silicon carbide Codling mirror-slit, S, one of four gratings G i ,  %
an exit Codling mirror-slit S2 , and a refocusing mirror. The basic scanning operation translates M1 .SI.G i  "

relative to S, while G i and S, rotate in a 9.9/2 relationship. The three motions are actuated independently
under computer control, but are actively enqoded with a laser interferometer. With respect to the exit slit
S, the grating Is traveling along a line defined by YG "XGtan(a') where Y, is the distance from the line
between slits which is collinear with the input beam axis and X. is the distance from the exit slit to the center
of the grating. At zero order, X. a Slrcos(a") where Si, a Sin(a') is the entrance slit to grating distance and
o is the Rowland Ckrce Diameter. (Note that D is also the grating radius of curvature.) By making the exit slit
of the Codling mirror type, we were able to keep the refocusing optics fixed for all the different grating angles
of incidence. Although we examined a number of schemes to eliminate this reflection, they did not seem
advantageous or advisable at this time. Note that the total number of reflections is the same as on current
Grasshopper or ERG beam lines because we do not have an Mo collection mirror.

The equation of motions for this optics can be derived from the diffraction equation and the properties of the
Rowland Circle. These are:

A wdcos(a) ( 1 -X,/Dcot(a')-(1 -(X./D)ri1 /2  (7)

XuD ( sin(a)[cos(a')lA/d] +cos(a')[1-(Cos(a')-A/d)j I'2  (8)

Where XM is the S1-S2 distance and d is the ruling period of the grating or I/d is the density in grooves/mm.
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T asd Schematic of the Locust o ics showing the plamement of the relatito for a zero
order setting. The elements M, -S, -G i translate on the air bearing relative to S2 . The motions
am coordinated so that as Gi rotate and translates, the grating travels along the lines

emanating from S2 and the Rowland circle to which the gratings are tangnt pass through the

The basic design approach in the Locust was to make use of the relation for St(r; so that the gratings could be

mounted on a common circle and their interchange accomplished by a rotation that is an extension of the
primary scanning motion. Our nominal optical design parameters were the set (a', D) equal to (20,10m),
(40,5m), (100,2m), and (20 0 ,m) which established S 0G=-35m and allows all gratings to reach zero order.
As discussed below, in the practical implementation, we modified these somewhat and the actual parameters
are presented in Table 2. One advantage of this approach is that it allows one to more easily adjust for
manufacturing tolerances in the grating radius of curvature which some suppliers quote as loose as 15%.

S1 0 establishes the intrinsic scale of the instrument which is a 10 meter diameter Rowland circle as compared
to 2 meters in the Grasshopper and 5 meters in the ERG. This increase in scale enabled us to achieve the
desired range using a mechanism encompassed by a vacuum tank with the beam traversing out through a
large bellows. One should note that in the ERG or Grasshopper design, the grating mechanism projects into
the translation bellows which limits its angular excursion. This feature was a major constraint on the evolution
of that configuration. Although the ERG incorporates more than one grating, only one of them can reach zero
order. SSRL Grasshopper II has two gratings, but interchange requires subsequent realignment.

A second category of objectives for this implementation was to have all the major aspects of the
monochromator under computer control to facilitate experimental use. This includes Scanning, slit adjustment,
and grating interchange. Grating interchange in other soft X-ray instruments requires manual re-alignment and
our approach should avoid that. This feature should facilitate spectroscopic use of the instrument and avoid
misconfigurations.

A third category of objectives was to enhance the alignment capability through incorporating appropriate
fixtures Into the design. Alignment consists of establishing the required spatial relationships of the optical
elements to the typically micron tolerances required. This includes making the slit to slit axis colinear with the
beam axis, centering the entrance slit on the axis of rotation, establishing the slit to grating distance, and
placing the grating on the Rowland circle, etc. The tools and facilities built into the Locust design should
grety facilitate the alignment process and go far beyond the capability of the Grasshopper and ERG. The
alignment is also facilitated by the incorporation of a three axis interferometer so that the absolute position and
rotations are actively directly determined. Alignment systems add complexity to the design, but are appropriate
to a second generation instrument such as this.

A fourth category of objectives was to incorporate water cooling of the optical elements necessitated by the
high input power delivered by the undulator source. The water cooling also needed to have a minimum of
loading and vibration effect on the optics and needed to meet construction criteria established by SLAC,
namely that there be no water to vacuum welds and that pipes have minimal deflections. One secondary
benefit of the water cooling is that it will help thermally stabilize the instrument which is necessary for the
ultimate performance.
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We presented in a previous paper the results of modeling studies which showed the effect of power loading on
the optical elements and presented strategies for minimizing the optical distortion. 2 These are reproduced
her as examples of the thermal loading studies. A difficult issue is what design rule to use to estimate the

absorbed power for normal and exceptional cases. Particularly in the case of the grating, the problem is likely

to be dominated by defects and irregularities. Thermal effects have several aspects which relate to energy,
power, and power densities and the capacity of the paths to the sink where it is dumped. In most of our

cam, we do not have so much energy that the sink is overwhelmed. We describe the results for two

elements: the Codling mirror and the grating.

The Codling slit which is currently implemented in Grasshopper monochromators with SiC beceuse of its better

surface roughness capability. 16 , 17 We needed to estimate the power handling capability of this element for
two situations: singly focused vertically to fill the slit and doubly focused horizontally to meet other optical
objectives. Thermal calculations are quite difficult for general geometries so Nelson Hower performed model
calculations based on some ideal geometries. The Present objective is to be able to handle one hundred watts
into the monochromator which would give an absorbed power of about 40 watts into the Codling slit in worst

case situations. We found that double focused optics which produces power densities of 106-107 watts/cm 2

would damage the entrance slit. We have therefore restricted our considerations to singly focused situations
for this monochromator.

Figure 9 presents a schematic representation of the response of the Codling mirror to the focused input
power. The table shows parameters for three materials and the distortion response for a back cooled
geometry in terms of a slope error. The input parameters were 40 W absorbed or 7000 W/cm2 considering

the demagnification. With conservative estimates for the mirror reflectivity, this result should correspond to a
total power capacity of 100W for our geometry. Whereas quartz would fail catastrophically, SiC seems to be
satisfactory to these power densities.

Figure 10 shows the results derived by Hower and Tatchyn for two different strategies for extracting heat
deposited in the grating. The results are shown for quartz and then the optimal quartz design is shown with a
SiC implementation. For the purposes of this discussion. the variable fp represents either the resolving power
or the throughput of the monochromator. We do r',nt present the purely radiativey cooled case because the
grating temperature would rise to above 5000C wh%(. ; we considered unacceptable. The back cooled case is

very sensitive to the input power because the radius of curvature changes. In fact the optimal solution is to
extract the power from the side near the input surface. By keeping the aspect ratio approximately 3:1. this
approach uses the cool back to stiffen the structure. The significant imorovements are readily seen in the
curves. The substitution of SC for quartz produces the expectation of dramatic improvements in power
handling capability. This is principally because of the much better thermal conductivity to thermal expansion
ratio (K/a) of SiC. Copper or molybdenum do almost as well, but for all of these, the technology of forming

gratings has not been established. We are proceeding with quartz gratings in the current implementation. but
SiC gratings have recently been reported by Astron.18
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die codiling mirror so the focused input power. The
table shows parameters for thre materials and she Fi Estimation or throughput degradation from a combined sensitivty
distortion response foe a back cooled geometry in analysis of the Rowland Circle optics and thermal caluclations. The dominant
term of a slope error. The input parameters were effect is the change in radius of curvature of the grating with power loading.
40 W/CI r 70(13 W/Cm2. Whereas quaaUz would Three cases are selected for a geometry that is considered near optimal. The two
fail cahta ay. SIC seems to be satfactory to quartz cases compare back and side cooling for quarsL Quartz and SiC are
teepower densitiax (reproduced from ref 2) compared f'or the side cooled case. (reproduced from ref 2)
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lVb C.efliurational Description

Figure Ii I~ the primey configurational elements in the monochromator: the entrance *eparation chamber;
the entrance bellows; the moving chamber; the exit chamber; the air bearing system; the laser interferometer;
and the granite reference surface. Figure 12a shows the vacuum chamber while Fig 12b shows the optical

mechanism, and the lower half of the vacuum chamber mounted on the granite base. The moving component

of the instrument weighs approximately 1300 Kg, but the drive shaft and stepping motor seen in the lower right

of figure 12b is capable of driving the the mechanism through a single resolution step in less than 50 msec and

attain a maximum velocity of about 10 mm/sec. Thus the system can scan its full range in about 1.5 minutes.

The synchrotron radiation enters from the lower right and impinges on mirror, MI, a silicon carbide elliptical

cylinder being fabricated by TRW 19 . The use of an asphere was motivated by the poor focusing characteristics

of the spherical M1 mirrors used on the original Grasshopper Monochromators. Comparison of spherical,
cylindrical, parabolic cylinders and elliptical cylinders using the ray trace program SHADOW developed by Lai
and Cenina2 0 found that the elliptical cylinder performed best (o20 Jm) with our aproximatly 2 meter

undulator extended source. (A similar conclusion for the ERG was found by Hulbert and Brown 1 1 .) The water
cooling pipes are visible on the right. The water pipes were kept as large as possible to minimize vibration that
might be induced by turbulent flow. This aspect of mechanical engineering is not well developed, so many of

the decisions were based on intuition or other constraints. For example, the gratings are heat sunk well to
copper pads which are then connected to the cooling system through flexible braid. The vacuum base and
the inner optical base ride on independent air bearings. On the left side are visible the grating angular
actuator, part of the laser interferometer optics and the laser beam ports, and then the slit actuator. The
Codling slit actuator is on the right side along with the water piping to the slit and gratings. The Codling slit
assembly sits within the shaft and the Codling mirror can be removed through the aperture. The grating
carriages are mounted between the two arms and have levered adjustment. The grating is mounted in a carrier
that is prepared externally. Provision is made for inserting alignment aids during setup. All the connections to
the optics come through the base so that the top can be completely removed.

Figure 12a shows the upper part of the vacuum envelope which mates to the flat bottom with a Helicoflex seal.
The vacuum chamber is supported independently from the optical mechanism so that any flexing as the system

1a put under vacuum will not disturb the optics. The ion pumps and Ti sublimation are integrally built into the

chamber. The primary ports on the two ends are for the 6"ID entrance and exit bellows. An array of ports
allow for monitoring the internal parts, replacement of gratings and alignment without removing the top.

lVc The control system and static and dynamic alignment

A key aspect of the design is the the control system and incorporation of alignment fixtures. The alignment

needs have been principally specified based upon our experience with the SSRL Grasshopper
monochromators. The perormnance objectives of these subsystems was determined by analysis of the
sensitivities of the expected performance to tolerance variation and control of the various mechanical
parameters. We have gone further in this aspect than previous high vacuum designs in the hope of
significantly improving ft operational functionality of the instrument. One by.product of our design and the

inclusion of alignment and metrology is that this will be the first soft X-ray optical system capable of creating

absolute wavelength standards above 100 eV and below the range accessible to crystal instruments.

There we two alignment regimes, static and dynamic. The static regime is established in the initial positioning
and phasing of the elements. The dynamic regime consists of maintaining the optical elements in the required
Spatial positions as they are moved for a scanning operation. The control system needs to move the three

axes in a coordinated way such that the elements remain in dynamic alignment.

V,2
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Sensitivity and tolerance studies have been employed to understand critical operational requirements such as
grating angle tricking, Codling slit rotation axis centering, granite reference slab flatness, etc.21,22 Our
design is consiatent with the requirement that the effect of any one of these isolated errors will contribute an
uncertainty of no greater than an energy resolution element (10p m slits) to the energy calibration of the
instrument over its entire scanning range.

In the alignment process, te principal optical axis of the monochromator is determined by the synchrotron
beam, the granite reference surface and the S-S2 axis must be made to coincide with this so as S, scans over
the -800mm travel, the deviation from the spatial axis is a minimum. The M, mirror needs to be adjusted for
optimal focus onto the entrance slit and the slit coordinated with the grating. The grating is statically aligned to
place it on the Rowland circle. Once alignment is established, tracking is followed with a Hewlett-Packard
three axis interferometer. This primary system is backed up by a set of optical encoders.

lVd Rang and expected performance

Achieving the desired ranges shown in Table 2 was a process of considerable trade off. As the design evolved
and configurational implications became clear, we were continually revising the needed and achievable
parameters. A major constraint was established by the decision to use a 6" 10 bellows for the beam extraction.
This limited both the achievable angular range and set the maximal translation limit of 870mm. We thus came
up with the ranges presented in Table 2. We describe these ranges as optimized range predicated by the
choice of grating blaze which is included between the accessible range. This categorization is useful because
all the gratings can go to zero order. Figure 12 shows the resolution versus photon energy over the ranges for
each of the gratings. These are accompanied with some flux numbers based upon a theoretical estimate of
the monochromator throughput with 100ma in the ring. Note the high resolution over the wide operating range
if realized will be significantly greater than that available with most currently operating instruments and
competitive with the best ever achieved. The beam spot size on the sample with the optics described below
should be about 0.6mm half width at focus.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL AREA and REFOCUSING

The Beam Lina comprises two basic experimental areas. The first is an approximately one meter long white
beam station between the diagnostic section and the monochromator. Although we would have preferred to S
bring the white beam through the monochromator, no tractable means except setting the monochromator at
zero order could be found. The remaining experimental areas come after the monochromator and are created
by a filtering and refocusing system built into the monochromator. The exit Codling mirror deflects the beam
vertically and then the refocusing system creates the end station and the two horizontally deflected swde
stations. Before entering the refocusing system, the beam can be filtered either with one or two transmision
filters mounted on concentric wheels or with a transmission grating. Since the transmission grating further
deflects the beam, this is compensated by adjusting the exit Codling mirror.

The refocusing system thereby creates three work areas by providing two beams deflected horizontally at 14
degrees from mirrors 0.5 meters from the exit slit and one vertically at four degrees with a mirror 1.0 meter
from the exit slit. The side stations are at 2.25 meters and the end station 3.5 meters from their respective
mirrors. Determining the parameters for these stations was a complicated trade off of a number of parameters
since the only optimal solution would have entailed having only one work area. We did consider a number of p
schemes where chambers were moved around a single port, but they were deemed difficult to implement.
Although we would have liked to have moved experimental stations further back, the focusing aberrations
substantially increased the size of the beam so that the apertures of typical electron spectrometers would have
been overfilled.

The current design plan is based on toroidal optics with evolution to conically formed optics planned in the
future. The two side stations have a more limited energy range then the end station, but this is offset by the S
participating research groups being able to maintain experimental Chambers in place permanently. The end
station port is for general use and has no permanently installed chamber. Provision has been developed,
however, for rapidly changing and positioning chambers including the SSRL facility chambers available for
general users.

VL COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

The computer system is an, integral part of the beam line formulation. Because of the use of closed loop
control for coordinating the monochromator. the computer control system is an integral part of the design. All
the basic functions of the monochromator are controllable by the computer. In one of the primary scanning
modes, the monochromator and the Multi-undulator are scanned simultaneously by the computer.

BEAM LINE V COMPUTER

ET E N TPDP 1/73 ,

I I

AMA.

F Schematic of the computer system that " , I O ,,

will control the monochromator and multi-undulator AkOTO cawks

and will support the three experimental stations.
Each experimental station has a terminal and
CAMAC crate.
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The primary compute IS an evolution of our previous POPI 1 CAMAC system using the RSX I I M operating
systeM2 and the XC CAMAC device driver.24 In the speific implementation, we have used a POP It1/73 with
51 21bytee of mery, 2 RL02 disks, and an RD52 30 Mbyte winchester. An ethernet system utilizing OECNET
connects the beam line computer to the SPEAR control room for operation of the Multi-undulator. We have
created three operating stations consisting of terminals and CAMAC crates, one for each of the experimental
area=. In order to achieve the control response time desired, a secondary slave microprocessor was
implemented for the control of the monochromator stepping motors operated in a feedback loop with a laser
interferometer. It interacts directly with the interferometer encoder and the motors duning a move operation.
The other beam line motor actuators are driven directly from CAMAC.

The CAMAC system also provides a general data acquisition system. A specialized monochromator/undulator
task uosing the XC driver is being developed which will work in cooidination with any of the data acquisition
and cont"o program in use at SSRL, eg PRO, EXP, and SPECTRA.
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INTRODUCTION

The field of insertion devices is one of the newest and most rapidly growing areas of applied
photon science. Devices such as the undulator, optical klystron, and the free electron laser (FEL),
which are well-suited for insertion into synchrotron storage rings, have been studied extensively
in recent years. Studies of these devices have traditionally encompassed a broad range of
disciplines, ranging from accelerator physics and engineering, through mathematics, to classi-
cal and quantum optics, leading to a rich diversity of viewpoints and areas of expertise in this
field.

The unprecedented coherence and power promised by various insertion devices have in recent
years brought about the launching of major projects and capital commitments around the world
to install them in sychrotron rings (indeed, even to build rings dedicated to such devices). In view
of that, this conference was called to bring together the world's leading authorities on various
aspects of insertion device theory and technology, so that a rational look could be taken at the
problems and prospects associated with the latest developments in this area of photon research.
In addition to covering several traditional subject areas which we felt to be of major importance,
the conference also featured a session on novel devices, theories, and limitations, in which a
number of exciting novel concepts were presented; we enthusiastically refer our readers to the
papers in that session.

As may be expected from any conference which is the first in its series, there were also, in our
estimation, some noticeable gaps in the represented subject areas. For example, one particular
subject of the potentially major importance for which no contributions could be elicited was the
question of global stability of synchrotron rings containing large numbers of insertion devices.
Other novel topics, such as, e.g., laser-driven accelerators, were also missing from the presenta-
tions. Yet another limitation, also to be expected in a newly developing field, was the use of
non-standard terminology for some of the physical quantities under discussion, a problem that
could generate bothersome obstacles to effective future communication. It is hoped that these
and other gaps and limitations will have been remedied by the time of the next conference.

For now, it is our hope that these proceedings will be found useful by those of our colleagues who
are concerned with the efficient implementation and utilization of insertion devices in sychro-
tron storage rings, as well as those who are interested in entering this exciting and dynamic field
for the first time.

Roman Tatchyn and Ingolf Undamu
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory/
Stanford Unear Accelerator Center
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NEW EXPERIMENTS USING A SOFT X-RAY UNDULATOR

W. EBERHARDT
Exxon Research and EngtneennS Co., Route 22 E, Annandale NJ 08801. USA

E.W. PLUMMER and C.T. CHEN
UnIVErsty of PeusylvnaMa, Depannent of Physicj Philadelphia PA 19104. USA

R. CARR
SSRL PO Box 4349 Bin 69. Stanford CA 94305. USA

W.K. FORD
Montana State Univrity, Physics Departwoent, Boeman MT 59717, USA

We discuss some of the exciting new experimental possibilities offered by soft X-ray undulators as a radiation source. In addition
to the general discussion we present two specific experiments on isolated molecules for which the undulator source is extremely
important. The first one of these experiments is a coincidence experiment between Auger electrons and ions generated in the events
following the absorption of a soft X-ray photon by an isolated molecule. This gives a detailed picture of the involvement of individual
valence electrons into the molecular bond. The second experiment is a study of the electronic decay of a resonant core electron
excitation into a bound molecular orbital. The decay of these states yields new information about the localization of the molecular
valence orbitals around the atom where the core hole was created.

!. Ianoroseon nels by a coincidence experiment. In the third part of
this paper we finally introduce a new experimental

Soft X-ray undulators offer some exciting new possi. technique, Deexcitation Electron Spectroscopy (DES),
bilities for research in the VUV and soft X-ray spectral which yields information about the localization of va-
range in the near future. Currently several beamlines are lence electron wavefunctions around individually selec-
under construction worldwide, but only three of them table atomic centers within larger molecules. This infor-
actually deliver photons to various experiments [1-3]. mation is obtained by studying the electronic decay of
Since these beamlines open new dimensions for experi- core electron excitations into unoccupied molecular
ments, we would like to give our perspective of these orbitals. Making use of the chemical shift in chemically
new possibilities as an introduction to this report. In the nonequivalent atoms or the difference in core electron
second part we are going to discuss a specific experi- binding energies in general, we can selectively create
ment. a coincidence study between Auger electrons and core holes in individual atoms within a molecule by
ions generated in the events following the absorption of tuning the photon energy. The subsequent electronic
a soft X-ray photon by an isolated molecule. This decay of this core to bound excitation has a highly
absorption event leads to the production of a core hole localized character because of the small extent of the
in either a neutral or ionic configuration depending on core hole wavefunction. This technique has been ex-
the photon energy. In low Z atoms, which have a low plored for molecules containing carbon or nitrogen
fluorescence yield, the core hole decays predominantly atoms, but we were unsuccessful in the study of oxygen
via an Auger type process depleting the valence elec- atoms within these molecules because of photon flux
tronic states involved in the molecular bond. As a result limitations on the SSRL grasshopper bending magnet
of the removal of bonding electrons the molecule be- beamlines.
comes unstable and falls apart into ionic fragments.
Making use of the increased intensity out of the SSRL 2 Umaktor experiments in the VUV anl swit X-ray
beam line V 36 pole undulator we were able to separate e ergy nMu
individual final state configurations of the Auger decay
and measure the energy and charge distribution of the Insertion devices producing hard X-rays have been
fragments associated with each of these specific Chan- installed and operated for several years at SSRL and

0168-9002/86/03.50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers BV. V. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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other synchrotron radiation sources throughout the of the same importance. The undulator consequently
world. Many successful experiments have been carried has to be regarded as only one component of the whole
out on these beamlines and the use of these facilities is a experiment. The current demand for undulators how.
common feature of state of the an X-ray synchrotron ever arises, because at the present time undulators seem
radiation experiments. In the soft X-ray and VUV spec- to be the components where the largest gains can be
tral ranges, on the other hand, insertion devices are not realized for a given investment in time and resources.
in use and the implementation of these next generation When making up a list of experiments that greatly
sources lags several years behind. To an outside ob- benefit from a soft X-ray undulator source, it is easy to
server it might even appear as if there is no interest in start with experiments where the better source perform-
undulator sources for these spectral ranges. Therefore ance is translated into higher resolution. Core level
we want to start this report with a discussion of some studies on atoms, molecules, solids, and surfaces with
experiments which would greatly benefit from an undu- the possibility of resolving vibrational substructure seem
lator source or even are impossible to do without one. to be a very exciting prospect. Accurate linewidth and
Obviously this list is incomplete and biased by our own lineshape studies will give new insight into lifetimes and
experimental background, but the intent is to com- dynamical screening processes of electronically excited
municate some of the excitement we feel about these states.
fantastic new sources of VUV and soft X-ray synchro- Because of the increase in flux it will also be much
tron radiation. easier to study dilute samples like gas phase molecules

The potential benefits from an undulator beamline or impurities in solids and on surfaces with photoemis-
compared to a bending magnet beamline are twofold. sion or other techniques. A special category of these
First there is generally an increase in overall flux be- experiments would be the study of cluster beams with a
cause of the increased magnet, athlength visible to the selectable cluster size. At present neither the geometry
experiment and because of sL.nulated emission which nor the electronic structure of these clusters are known.
causes the peaks in the undulator spectrum. Second It will be very interesting to study how the individual
there is the dramatic increase in brilliance of the source. atoms arrange themselves in the formation of small
This latter factor, the increased brilliance, is usually particles.
quoted in figures that compare undulators, wigglers, Using low yield detection techniques like soft X-ray
and bending magnet sources. However only a few ex- fluorescence of C- N- or O-atoms one can perform
periments can really make use of the increase in brilli- absorption fine structure studies on chemisorbed mole-
ance rather than just flux at the sample. The monochro- cules in a high pressure environment or on impurities
mator plays a crucial role in delivering all the advances deep inside a solid. Thi; opens a new territory because
made in the source to the sample. At high photon the X-rays emitted in these processes have a much
energies near the carbon, nitrogen or oxygen K-edges it larger penetration depth than the electrons convention-
is rather difficult to design a monochromator that has a ally used in these techniques.
resolution better than the natural linewidth of these Time, spin, or spanatha/ resolved photoemission experi-
atoms, which is approximately 100 meV. Toroidal grat- ments will truly open up new dimensions. Using some
ing monochromators (TGMs) can in theory achieve a of the photoemission detectors currently under develop-
resolution of a few tenths of meVs. if the horizontal ment it will be possible to study the dynamics and
acceptance is limited to about I mrad. This makes a intermediates in chemical reactions on surfaces or a
TGM a good match for an undulator source since it spin resolved bandstructure. It also seems feasible to
takes advantage of the narrow horizontal beam coming build a photoemission microscope by focusing the beam
from this source. However at low photon energies (less after the monochromator exit slit with a zone plate and
than 50 eV) it is fairly easy to construct a TGM scanning the sample through the focal spot. The latter
monochromator with a resolution of 100 to 200 meV application really takes advantage of the high brightness
that accepts 40 mrad of radiation from a benching of an undulator source and clearly would be impossible
magnet. Therefore any experiment that only requires without it.
this resolution and energy range is very well served by a Two photon experiments or a double excitation ex-
bending magnet line and the gain in moving to an periment where a laser is used as the additional source
unduator beamline would be minimal, also will become possible. This will mean an extension

Obviously, in improving an individual experiment, of the wavelength range of two photon spectroscopy
one has to consider the whole experimental setup. A into the core level excitation region which is not possi-
multichannel parallel detector, for example, also wdl ble with todays laser sources because of the limitation
increase the detection efficiencies and count rates. The in laser energy. Excited state lifetime measurements,
same would be true for better monochromators having a where the laser is used either to prepare or to probe the
higher resolution and transmission. The whole design of excited state will also be possible.
the storage ring and its beam current and emittance are Another class of experiments waiting for an undula-
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tor source are coincidence studies betw 3en two electrons, total acceptance of our experiment through the differen-

a photoelectron and an Auger electron for example, or tial pumping stage (5], the difference in the cross section
electron-ion or ion-ion coincidences. One example of for photoabsorption in conjunction with the difference
these types of experiments will be iiscussed later in in the spectral output between both beam lines, and

more detail. last but not least we want to include in our also the attenuation caused by the five reflecting ele-
list soft X-ray micrmcopy and holography [4) where the ments in the grasshopper beamline.

spatial coherence of the undulator source plays an im-

portant role.
One important question about the undulator sources 3. Electron-ion coincidence studies on isolated mole-

is the increase in usable photon flux at the sample for a cules
given experiment. We want to point out however, that
conceptually the undulator is only one part of the whole In this section we are reporting an experiment con-

experiment and parallel developments of new mono- ducted during the summer of 1985 on the beam line V
chromators and detectors or even storage ring improve- undulator at SSRL. We started our studies of soft X-ray
ments will also enhance the experimental capabilities, induced fragmentation of small molecules several years
Undulators however, seem at present to offer the largest ago (6-8]. In general, any molecule that has absorbed a
single gain. Monochromators and detectors have been soft X-ray photon is going to fall apart into ionic
developed over the past decades and order of magni- fragments with a probability of more than 95%. The
tude improvements do not seem readily possible. New branching ratio of the fragments however changes
storage rings on the other hand are a major investment drastically in the region of the core electron absorption
and out of reach for an individual experiment. threshold. The details of the fragmentation process de-

We have a partial answer to the question about the pend on whether the core electron is excited into an
photon flux enhancement by an undulator in fig. 1, antibonding molecular orbital, a diffuse Rydberg orbital
where we compare a nitrogen Auger spectrum taken at or into the continuum. Our experiments showed, that

the beam line V undulator with the same spectrum the initial core electron excited state of the molecule is
taken at the SSRL grasshopper beamline in zero order, stable. However this excited state decays preferentially

The undulator was set to a k-value of 1.0 which corre- via a two electron radiationless transition into an elec-
sponds to a fundamental output energy of 1.2 keV and tronic state where one or more valence electrons are
the spectrometer settings, as well as the gas pressure, missing. These are the electronic configurations that
were identical for both curves. Under these conditions finally lead to the fragmentation. With bending magnet
we observed a gain in count rate by more than a factor beamlines at SSRL: we could study the fragment spec-
of 500. We want to point out however, that this gain is trum and even the kinetic energy distribution of the
specific to our experiment and cannot readily be gener- fragments as a function of the excitation energy of the
alized because many factors enter. Some of these are the core electrons. We also measured the energy distribu-

tion of the electrons emitted in the decay of the core

,_ _. . . . . _hole excited state and found that the final electronic

ee .- configurations leading to the ionic decay products are
IBM 30- quite different for different initial core excitations. This

INS. 4 is exactly the reason why the fragment distribution

Isom-changes so drastically throughout the onset of the core
US M 3s 30 M electron absorption. The missing link in this experiment

12M however, was to measure the fragment distribution not

-m as a function of the initial core excitation, but in
coincidence with specifically selected valence hole con-

* 1 figurations after the electronic decay of the primary
core excitation. We tried this experiment on the grass-

. hopper beamline at SSRL. but the intensity was much

too low. Using the quasimonochromatic beam from the

beam line V undulator we were able to perform these

Fig. 1. Nitrogen Auger spectrum taken at the SSRL beam le studies for the events that follow after the ionization of

V undulator. The insert shows the same spectrum taken under the core electrons. The present magnet configuration

identical spectrometer conditions (resoluuon and gas pressure) did not allow us to tune into the core to bound state

at the SSRL grashopper bending magnet line in zero order. excitations. However these transitions will be accessible
The countrate in the spectrum taken at the undulator beamline with a different undulator or when the ring runs at a
exhibits an increase by more than a factor of 500 compared to lower energy such that the fundamental of the undula-
the bending magnet configuration. tor will be near the carbon-, nitrogen-, or oxygen-K-edge.

V. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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We can predict certainthresholds for fragments using t'
N, 5  UGERan adiabatic energy cycle as follows. The total energy
N,, UGERdeposited into the molecule corresponds to either the

bound state transition energy or the core electron ioni-

L zation potential. Any excess energy is immediately car-
nied away by the primary photoelectron ejected in the
process. This state decays ejecting a second electron, the

(n Auger electron as it is called after core ionization, which
2U carries most of the energy away that was deposited by

z the absorption event. We also can calculate adiabati-

BINDING ENERGY (eV)

N:1 24 (a)

4 42J Z. _i '" 0

Fig. 2. Nitrogen Auger spectrum and adiabatic energy
thresholds for the production of various ionic fragments. An 0r
Auger electron and the corresponding double hole configura- 0 Soo 1000

tion that is found to the right of any one of the thresholds
cannot be Associated with that particular fragmentation chan- 200

nel because it has carried too much energy out of the systemn.
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Fig. 4. Auger electron-ion coincidence spectra for N2 as a
function of the delay time between the two pulses. Each
channelbhs a width ofl10 s.In the top Pane(a) the itensty
is so high that the spectrum is completely dominated by the

z accidental coincidences, which are bunched according to the
______________timetnacture of the nng. Reduction of the intensity produces

too *0 '6 the spectrum in panel (b), where now the true coincident N *
OINOING ENERGY (evi ions show up. This is verified by low--og the accleration

Fig. 3. CO oxygen- and carbon-Auger spectrum and the ada voltage in panel (c) and the true coinci..cnces shift to longer
badc energy thresholds for vanous fragmentation channels. flight times as expected. The vertical scale is in c/s.
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cally the energy needed to dissociate the molecule into From theory we know that the accidental coincidences
neutral fragments and then ionize part of or all of these are proportional to the product of the count rates in
neutral fragments individually. These energies are tabu. both channels, i.e. they are proportional to the square of
lated in the literature [91. Closing the energy cycle, we the incoming photon intensity. The true coincidences,
know that a specific fragmentation channel is only open however, vary linearly with the photon flux. Conse-
if the Auger electron has carried less energy out of the quently we can increase the the ratio of the true to the
system than is needed to adiabatically produce these
fragments. This is graphically illustrated in fig. 2 for
nitrogen and in fig. 3 for CO. the two molecules studied .

here. Only Auger events and consequently the associ-
ated two hole final state valence configurations to the
left of the thresholds indicated in these figures can
contribute to the individual fragmentation channels.
Otherwise the Auger electron has removed too much ,-,uu - .Z,
energy from the system and the channel is closed. We N++
also recognize immediately one shortcoming of the
adiabatic scheme to calculate the thresholds. If both
fragments are ionic, there is an additional Coulomb -A-
repulsion of the two holes involved, when the two 0
partners are close to each other. This means that the
actual thresholds for these channels have to be several
eV higher. As the two ions separate, the Coulomb
energy is mostly transformed into kinetic energy of the fL"

fragments. The term "Coulomb explosion" arises from
the large kinetic energies observed in these fragment Z 0
channels. .

The experimental setup was described previously 151.
The time-of-flight mass spectrometer and the CMA -C-
electron spectrometer are oriented with their axes on < I ,
opposite sides and perpendicular to the plane of the -' .
X-ray beam and the molecular gas beam. Whenever an -

electron is detected in the CMA it starts the ramp of a
TDC which is stopped by pulses coming from the ion Z ---
mass spectrometer. The time difference between the two U-

pulses is related to the mass of the ion and its initial Z ----- -----
kinetic energy. In our previous experiments [6-8) we I
trigered on the unresolved Auger electron signal seen
by a channeltron with a retarding grid in place of the E--E-
electron spectrometer. Using instead of the channeltron •
an electron energy analyzer in the present experiment, - .7' .---------

we can tune into the individual lines of the Auger
spectrum and only measure the ions in coincidence with
this specific Auger decay, thus correlating individual -F-
two hole final state configurations with the observation ,'
of certain ionic fragments. - -

One experimental difficulty in any coincidence ex- 4.5 5 5 3 0 4 0

periment is to differentiate between true and accidental %
coincidences. Using a pulsed source makes this problem TIME OF FLIGHT (PsEc),
even more sevre since the accidental coincidences are Fig. 5. TOF ion mu spectra of N2 taken in coincidence with
the time strcture of the source. These difficlties a Auger electrons of various kinetic energtes as indicated by the
illustrated in flg. 4. Triggered by a pulse in the electron arrows A through F. The left column is centered at the flight
channel, the pulses in the ion channel are displayed as a time of an ion witho m/el 14 and the right columna is for ions
function of the time delay between the two channels. around in/e - 7. The background is subtracted as described in
The structure seen in the top panel of fig. 4 is essentially the text. The top panels shows a comparson between the
the spectrum of the accidental coincidences which show Auger spectrum taken with (left) and without (right) the ion
the modulation due to the time structure of the ring. extracto field applied across the ionization regon.

V. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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accidental coincidences by lowering the incoming pho- allows us to immediately rule out the fragmentation
ton flux. Ideally the true to accidental rate is best at channels where less than two charges are observed.
zero intensity. In practice however other noise contrib- Even though adiabatically the N + N ' channel is open,
utes to a general background and we have to keep a in practice because of the Coulomb repulsion it is still
very delicate balance between having too high intensity inhibited.
and being swamped by accidental coincidences and As we move with our Auger analyzer to point B. we N
having enough intensity such that the real signal is pick up a strong signal of N ' ions having approxi-
above the general noise level. This is accomplished in mately 3 eV of kinetic energy. These ions show up as
,he curve shown in the second panel of fig. 4. The true the two side peaks in the TOF spectrum because the
coincidences clearly stand out from the machine struc- TOF mass analyzer preferentially detects ions flying
ture background. This is verified by lowering the ion along its axis either towards it or initially away from it
acceleration voltages which causes the truly coincident and being turned around by the extraction field. Now 0
events to shift to larger flight times. In the curves we the N ++ N * channel has opened, but not as yet the
show later we have removed the timestructure back- N 2 -t- N channel which is the energetically next higher
ground by subtracting from the measured spectrum a one.
shifted part of the spectrum containing only accidental No drastic changes are observed at point C, the very
coincidences. This technique seems to work rather well small contribution of N 2 is probably due to the energy
and certainly improves the signal-to-background ratio smearing in the Auger spectra taken with the extraction
in our curves such that we are able to discern the true field applied. At point D however the N2  signal is.S
coincidence features more readily. finally clear and the central peak in the N * region is

Fig, 5 now shows a series of these Auger electron-ion virtually gone. At the same time the kinetic energy of
coincidence spectra taken of nitrogen. The left and right the remaining N ions has increased to about 6 eV. This
hand columns show the regions of the 14 mle and 7 region of the Auger spectrum is dominated by 4a2 and
m/e respectively. These are the only clear peaks ob- 4olar final state hole configurations. Presumably the
served in the coincidence spectra. The mass 28 peak. appearance of N21 is associated with the opening of the
which corresponds to undissociated, singly ionized N2,  channel where the dissociation occurs into N2

, + N.
and triply or higher charged N atoms are too weak to be The channel N 2 + N* is only open in the adiabatic-, %
observed above the background level after events folz limit at this Auger electron energy.
lowing N Is ionization as our earlier data show [7]. The The next group of electronic states giving rise to the S

two panels on top show the Auger spectrum taken with peak at position E in the Auger spectrum involves
the ion extraction field applied and in the normal mode electronic configuratio'ns where one hole is located in
without an electric field across the interaction region. In the inner valence orbital (3a) and the other one in the
order to take the ion TOF spectra we have to apply an outer valence shell (4c. 1i, or 5a). It is remarkable that
electric field across the interaction region, which in turn for these final state :onfigurations N* ions are not
smears out the energy distribution of the Auger elec- observed anymore. The only open channel seems to be
trons. The major features of the Auger spectrum how- the dissociation into N2 + N. S.

ever are still visible and, as our coincidence spectra The weak structure F at the low energy end of the
show, we are even sensitive to the substructure in the Auger spectrum is attributed to a 3a2 double hole
major peaks. configuration. From the ion spectrum observed in

The time-of-flight (TOF) ion mass spectra in both coincidence with this configuration we conclude that an
columns are shown in high resolution around the re- additional channel, the dissociation into N2 + N- has
gions where an N' (left column) or a N 2  (right col- opened up. because the kinetic energy of both. the
umn) ion is expected to arrive. The background of the kinetic energy of both the N and the N2 - fragment
accidental coincidences was removed as described above, has increased to about 12 eV and 5 eV respectively.
The TOF spectra are taken in coincidence with Auger Additionally the peaks have wings extending to much
electrons are marked by the arrows in the Auger spec- larger kinetic energies. The total charge in this channel
trum displayed at the top of fig. 5. In coincidence with is larger than the twofold ionic final state of the core

the highest kinetic energy Auger electrons we only ob- hole Auger decay it is observed in coincidence with.
serve a strong peak at m/e - 14, which can be caused One explanation for this discrepancy involves a sec-
by a low kinetic energy N ion or by undissociated ondary Auger decay of the 3a double hole state. Another
N2 . The peak in the Auger spectrum at this kinetic possibility is an electron shake off event in the decay
energy corresponds to a 5o2 final state hole configura- process. At present the exact nature of this decay chan-
tion (we refer to the nitrogen valence orbitals in the CO nei remains an open question.
notation). Frem our total energy schematic shown in The coincidence spectra for CO are shown in fig. 6.
fig. 2 we expect two channels to be open in coincidence The results are qualitatively similar, however the am-
with this Auger final state. Total charge conservation biguity with the doubly charged parent ion does not
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n location B in the oxygen Auger spectrum of CO. we
0Wobserve now a strong signal of C' and 0* ions. The

* small amount of CO 2 ' is most likely a remnant of the
I1 previous channel due to the energy smearing of the

Auger electrons in the electric field. The assigned [10.11]

f hole configurations in this region of the Auger spectrum
i- 0 are largely 1w 2 . From the adiabatic energy scheme

Es shown in fig. 3 we know that at this energy there are
a only two channels with a total charge of 2 clearly open

CC and we are at the threshold of a third channel. These
it channels are: CO 2 , C*+ 0*, and C +O respec-
w .. . . . tively. Given these alternatives, we are not surprised to
le BINDING ENERGY (ev) see only C and 0*. The undissociated C0 2

* would
have to carry a large amount of internal energy and the

ca. 0c " C2 + 0 channel has no excess energy. Moreover. the
Y - - - - production of a C 2

* ion does require a fair amount of
Iy- intramolecular charge transfer, because the initial core

a-A- :-1, hole is produced at the oxygen end of the molecule.
is In coincidence with electrons in the largest peak of
is - - the oxygen Auger spectrum. location C. the spectra
A :develop as expected. The CO 2 + signal is completely
is E_ - ,,' :' gone, the dominant species is C and 0 .and addition-
d .,w ally a small amount of C 2  is observed. The two hole
e. states are now not only a part of the lr2 manifold but
te D - contain also the 4olw double hole configuration. Pre-
. - -I sumably it is the latter one of these configurations that

.L 'o __ gives rise to the C 2  signal.
4 The previously observed trends are confirmed at

" location D in the Auger spectra. The C 2 signal is very
strong and the C' and 0* ions have a larger kinetic

n z energy. The Auger two hole final states are now largely
I C - 4e 1ar and 40 . Even though the ion spectra change as
it -, expected from the adiabatic energy scheme, it neverthe-

less would be very interesting to understand the devel-
)e opment in more detail. As pointed out above, the initial

2.65 4.35 4.15 5.s5 core hole is created at the oxygen atom and even the
e IME OF FLIGHT (PsEc) Auger final state two hole configurations are predomi-
It nantly located at the oxygen end of the molecule. The
n Fig. 6. Same as fig. 5 but for CO. The left column shows the 4a orbital in a single particle calculation has more than
n region where C ' and 02 are expected to arrve. whereas the 90% of its weight at the oxygen atom. It is hard to
is right column shows the region containing C , CO 2 +, and 0'. imagine that such a hole configuration develops directly
le into a fragmentation channel as C2

+ + 0. Rather a
it exist. Additionally, there are some interesting asymme- curve crossing between at least two different potential
. tries observed in the spectra. Analyzing the coincidence curves seems to be involved in order to rearrange the

h spectra, it becomes very clear that C0 2 *iS only ob- charge distribution within the molecule before it falls
:1seved in coincidence with the highest kinetic energy apart.
e Auger decay channel which is assigned to a 5olr double Finally, in coincidence with the 3o OV (outer va-
h. hole state [10,111. Note that the assignment of the lence) hole configurations. at location E in the Auger

lowest energy two hole configuration differs between N 2  spectrum. we see all four possible fragments, C 1, 0 2 ,

*r and CO. Our series of coincidence spectra shows that and C' as well as 0* with high kinetic energy. We
ly this is the only stable double hole configuration in CO believe these come from the channels C 2

, + 0, 02- + C.

1- out of all double hole configurations present in the and C' + 0* respectively. The fragmentation channels
oxygen Auger spectrum. Any other double hole con- carrying a total charge of 3 have probably again a

6. figuration in the valence orbitals causes the CO mole- delayed onset compared to the adiabatic thresholds,
a - cule to fall apart. because of the Coulomb repulsion when the fragments
3t In coincidence with the electronic final states at are not separated.

V. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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Comparing our results for CO and N2 we notice two TOTAL ELECTRON YIELO of N20
major differences. One is that the N2 species is not z
only observed in coincidence with the highest energy '

Auger two hole state AS for CO, but persists for differ- p
ent final hole configurations too. Possibly these final
state configurations might not be present in the oxygen D

Auger spectrum of CO. For example the 502 configura-
tion only shows up in the carbon Auger spectrum of -

CO, whereas the same final state is observed in the t-

nitrogen Auger lines. The existence of two stable double Z
hole configurations for N2, 50 and 5iw, would ex-
plain why we observe NZ over a wider range than - ,
CO 2  in our coincidence studies. The second difference 400 422 440

observed between the results for CO and N2 is that we PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
find C' and O in coincidences with 3a OV final state Fig. 7. Total ion yield of N20 as a function of photon energy
Auger onfigurations but N + is not observed for the around the nitrogen absorption threshold. The bound state
equivalent states of nitrogen. The answer to this ques- transitions for the terminal nitrogen atom (NT) and central
tion can probably be found by a calculation. At present nitrogen atom (Nc) am observed at 401 eV and 405 eV and
there is no hint of an explanation for this remarkable marked accordingly.
difference between CO and N2.

Even though some questions remain open. we never-
theless get a rather clear and detailed picture of the
mechanism leading to the production of ionic fragments NT, whereas the transition at405 eV corresponds to a
following the adsorption of a soft X-ray photon. These core hole at the central nitrogen atoms Nc. It is obvious
studies also give a tremendous new insight into the from the spectra in fig. 7, that DES requires a fairly
involvement of individual electrons into the molecular monochromatic excitation source. Therefore the spectra
bond. shown here were actually taken at the grasshopper

beamline at SSRL. However this experiment would
greatly benefit from an undulator. It took between 8

4. Deexeitation election spectroscopy DES and 12 h to accumulate the DES spectra shown here
and we were unable to collect the corresponding DES

This new experimental technique involves the study spectra at the oxygen edge, because the photon flux
of the electronic decay of a bound state core electron drops by a factor of two to three between 400 eV and
excitation. This decay is governed by the same type of 530 eV at the grasshopper beamline.
matrix element as the Auger decay which follows core Before presenting the DES spectra of the two bound
electron ionization. The final states however are differ- state core excitations in N20, we want to discuss the
ent. Since it starts from a neutral configuration, even deexcitation process in general terms. It helps to think
though a core hole has been created, the final state is in about the deexcitation process in two schematically
general a singly ionized state very much like in photo- separated configurations. First, if the excited core elec-
emission. This greatly simplifies the interpretation of tron, which is a 3w electron in the case of N20, is
the spectra. The main difference between DES and involved in the Auger type decay of the core hole, then
photoemission however is that DES contains informa- one additional valence electron will also participate in
tion where the local character of the core hole in the the decay. This Auger transition will leave the molecule
initial state is reflected strongly in the intensities of the without the 3r electron and with one additional hole
individual final states. These core electron bound state among the valence electronic states. The end result
excitations are well defined in energy and located a few therefore is a single valence hole configuration com-
eV below the ionization limit for the core electron. They pared to the ground state of the molecule. The energy of
show up as rather strong absorption lines in the spectra this state is the single particle binding energy of the
as shown for N20 in fig. 7. The two strong lines at 401 corresponding single valence hole configuration. This
eV and 405 eV both correspond to bound state core energy can be determined by conventional photoelec-
electron excitations into the 3w molecular orbital. Since tron spectroscopy. The second possible channel of deex-
N20 is an asymmetric molecule (NNO) we can resolve citation leaves the excited electron as a spectator. Con-
two core electron excitations into the same final state sequently two valence electrons are now involved in the
(31r) which is unoccupied in the ground state of the decay of the excitation. The end result of this process is
molecule. The transition at 401 eV corresponds to a a two hole one electron configuration, compared to the
creation of a core hole in the terminal nitrogen atom ground state of the molecule. These electronic config-

,)
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urations are observed in conventional photoemission NTNCO DES & PES

spectroscopy too, but with much smaller intensity than

the single hole state, and they are called shmk-up
states. Again, the energy of these configurations can be

obtained from a standard photoemission spectrum.
Ba ed on these schematic considerations we expect to
see a correspondence of peaks in a photoemission spec- NT [DES]

trum of any given molecule and its deexcitation spectra, h P: 401 2 ev
if plotted on a common binding energy scale. This is
done for N 2O in fig. 8 and indeed we see a very close .0
correspondence among the various peaks. The intensity 6t7,
of the different electronic configurations giving rise to NC r:
the peaks in the spectra varies between DES and photo- [DENJ[DES

emission, but the peaks appear at the same energies. - h v z 404. Vi

In the following we want to concentrate on the single -'

particle configurations and the intensity variations ob- I

served in these states for the two DES spectra in fig. 8. .

The most remarkable difference we see in the single 4 I
hole states between the DES spectra of the terminal Z 50"W - PES
nitrogen atom NT and the central one Nc is that the 2r I.- A
emission is clearly present in the NT DES spectrum but h O ,,

not in the Nc DES spectrum and that the I exhibits
essentially the opposite behaviour. This observation can

be explained by the local character of DES. The I r 4A
wavefunction is largely concentrated around the central
nitrogen atom, whereas the 2t wavefunction has most V
of its weight at the terminal nitrogen atom. The inten- I d
sity of the emission in DES reflects the local amplitude
of the individual wavefunctions because of the strong - , I
localization of the core hole in the initial state. We have 50 48 30 23 18
to add at this point that we do not yet completely BINDING ENERGY (eV)

understand the intensity variations in the o-orbitals.
Both the 6o and the 7a orbitals are extended over the Ftg. 8. DES specra of N2 0 compared to a photoemissionwhole molecule, but for example the 7. does not show spectrum on a common binding energy scale. The single hole
upole iDolul, whefreal the 7aseem domnte he configurations are marked according to their main characterup in DES at all. whereas the 6a seems to dominate the

NT DES spectrum. A possible explanation for this
behaviour might be in the dynamic screening of the core
hole excited state changing the a-orbitals whereas the 0 to 19 eV for the double hole configuration [121 com-
ir-orbitals remain largely unchanged. pared to the sum of the single hole binding energies.

We are currently developing DES as a spectroscopic Therefore a rather sophisticated theoretical machinery

probe for the local character of wavefunctions in iso- is needed for the assignment of the Auger final states.
lated molecules, adsorbates and complex materials. A new generation bearline with a soft X-ray undu-
Comparing DES with Auger spectroscopy, we find that lator source would greatly facilitate these studies. In
Auger spectroscopy has some local character too, but combination with a high resolution monochromator we
DES offers two distinct advantages First, DES can additionally might be able to resolve the vibrational
distinguish between chemically inequivalent atoms of substructure in the core to bound excitations. This will

the same kind within a molecule. Auger spectroscopy is open new dimensions for DES as a probe for vibra-
only sensitive to different atomic species. And second, tional energy transfer within molecules on a very short
the final states in DES are single hole configurations time scale.
and their energy and assignment is readily derived from
a comparison with photoemission. Auger final states on We would like to thank H. Winick, 1. Lindau. R.Z.
the other hand are double hole states. This not only Bachrach and the staff of SSR.L for their help and
involves a convolution of two valence electron wave- excellent support of the experiment. Special thanks are
functions for the final states, but also the energy is not due to A. Waldhauer and S. Goldberg for helping with
readily obtainable because of the Coulomb interaction the computer programming and to In-Whan Lyo for
U of the two holes. This famous U can cause shifts from help with the data evaluation. This experiment is par-

V. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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Abstract

A lacquer-coated, diamond turned Cu ellipsoid has been used to micro-focus undulator
light from Bean Line V at SPEAR down to a half-power diameter of about' 13 microns. This

spot was source-size limited, as has been demonstrated with ray tracings of the optical
system. The symmetry of the image, as well as its size and power density, clearly make

this optic ideal for many soft x-ray applications, in particular for x-ray microscopy,
microprobes, and for pumping soft x-ray transitions in various media.

1. introduction%

The availability of controlled narrowband power densities of ) 1 9 W/cm2  over the
soft x-ray/hard x-ray ranges is desirable for several reasons. Some of the more important

ones include (1) pumping of soft x-ray transitions in solids, liquids, and gases; 1 (2)
study of non-linear phenomena associated with oute and inner-shell processes; (3) "flash*

holography and microscopy of living organisms; (4) microprobing; and (S) study of

saturation effects in surface and bulk photoemission. Apart from regions close to high-
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power plasma sources or atomic explosions, however, the precisely controlled photon fluxes
necessary for attaining such power densities have not been available until the fairly
recent advent of undulators and wigglers (employed as x-ray sources on synchrotron storage
rings). Even for these devices, unfortunately, the naturally diverging light, although
highly collimated, still will not be able to attain the power densities cited above until
electron beam sizes in storage rings are diminished to below the " 15 u X 15 u range.
in view of the fact that such emittance parameters are no yet 2available, the most
effective way, at present, to attain power densities of 1 10 w/cm with undulator or
wiggler sources is to use specially designed mirrors to *super-focus" the output light to
spots with dimensions approaching the required 10 u x 10 u range. It should be clear,
however, that such mirrors will still remain useful even when electron beam sizes do start
approaching extremely small dimensions because the possibility of refocusing will always
have the advantage of allowing experiments to be placed virtually as far away from the
storage ring area as the experimenter pleases.

In view of the above state of x-ray insertion device/machine technology, and taving the
ultimate objective of attempting to pump a Li laser in the soft x-ray range, we have
undertaken a desig of an ellipsoidal mirror3 to focus the light from the Beam Line V
undulators at SSRL down to the < 10 V x 10 u region. In this paper we will report on
the mirror design and c~nstrustion, and on a recent experiment at SSRL which demonstrated

the attainment of X I0 W/cm . The power reflected off the mirror was measured with a
calorimeter, and the power profiles in the focal plane were recorded with PMMA and with
scanning x-y kn ae-edge slits. The measured profiles were simulated with the ray-tracing
program SHADOW, and the simulations will be presented below with some of the PMMA
photographs for comparison.

II. Mirror design and construction

The basic requirement that the mirror had to fulfill was the qttainment of
19 u x 10 u (FWHM) focal spot with a peak power of 5x 10 Watts. The basic

assumptions underlying the design were: (a) electron beam dimensions in SPEAR (FWHM): 3 mm
x .7 mm; (b) mirror center to undulator center distance: 14.3 meters; (c) single-bunch
mode of ring operation; (d) pulse length: 160 pS; (e) repetition frequency: 1.3 MHz; (f)
duty cycle: 4750; and (g) first harmonic energy: 75 eV.

The total power emitted by any of the Beam Line V undulators is given by

P 633 E2 [GeV] B2(Tesla] L[Meters] I[Amp] (1)
TOT 0o1

where E is the ring energy, Bo is the peak on-axis undulator field, L is the undulator

length, and I is the ring current. The first harmonic on-axis wavelength is given by

13.06 u 2

OUT (1 K2/2)

where Au is the undulator period in centimeters, and

K = .934 AuBo (3)

For the running conditions anticipated (E - 3 GeV, L a 1.83 m, N(number o.f undulator

periods) = 10, I a 0 mA) the computed parameters were K - 3.23 and P = 37 Watts.
Given the assumed source size and source-mirror distance, the require T lS10:l demagni-
fication in each dimensio necessitated a focal length of 5 cm. Ray-tracing studies of

different mirror surfaces showed the ellipsoid to be the most efficient focuser for the
given emittance parameters and for source sizes not greatly exceeding the assumed 3 mm x
.7 m. It was found that an angle of incidence on the mirror of 6* was optimal: a greater
anglr would have resulted in lower reflectivity at the desired energy, and a smaller angle
would have made the mirror too long for the required 5 cm focal length. A schematic lay-
out of the assumed mirror configuration and the assumed emittance parameters is shown in
Fig. 1.

Given the above design constaints, an ellipsoidal mirror was designed at SSRL and
diamond-turned out of Cu At LLNL. The diamond turning was done with a special boring bar
moving through a bolted-together pair of Cu monoliths. Due to symmetry, the turning pro-
cers yielded two mirrors, one of which is shown in Fig. 2.

As is well known, the diamond-turning process leaves a striated surface, with a periodic
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of assumed Figure 2. Photograph of metallized,ellipsoidal mirror design lacquer-coated ellipsoidal
parameters, mirror. The matrix material is

predominantly Cu.

array of grooves.7  The groove amplitudes are typically of the order of hundreds of
angstroms, and the periods are typically of the order of thousands.

As a consequence, diamond-turned surfaces of conventionally shaped optics have to bepolished. For the optic under discussion, however, conventional (mechanical) polishing
was impossible,8 primarily due to the large curvature, and large change of curvature, of
the surface over its extent. In view of this, it was decided to lacquer-coat the surface,
as this technique had been previously shown to be effective in smoothing surfaces due tothe effect of the lacquer's surface tension uatretching- its top region out over theunderlying rough topography.9 Following the lacquer coating, the surface was metallized
with gold and platinum (see Fig. 3) to provide high smootiness and reflectivity in thedesired region of the soft x-ray range. Preliminary tests of this mirror's surfaci weredone at SSRL in the spring of 1985, and the results have been reported on elsewhere.

III. Experimental set-up

The actual operating parameters for the present experiment differed somewhat from those
assumed for the ideal mirror design. Specifically, the electron beam size in the ring wasactually i mm (V) x 6 mm (M) FWHM, and the distance from the center of the undulator tothe center of the mirror had to be 16.3 meters. These parameters, which were also used in
the ray tracing simulation studies, are shown in Fig. 4.

COATED MIRROR ___________________

3 ,*.43

(.C . PONT 9.V
t I +.3-. ,

AoJ " +--T z"I U.-+--Q 0A

" - h1 L_-

Fiue3. Lcurcaigadmtlztin Figure 4 Schematic layout of geometrical
.parameters forl the Cu ellipsoid, and operating parameters for the

actual testing of the ellipsoid- "
e1 mirror.
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The kasic layout Of the experimental line consisted of a 6' long differential pumping
section, A followed by the chamber containing the ellipsoidal mirror. The differential
pumping section has a circular aperture with a 1 cm diameter. The experiment consisted of
three distinct phases. in the first phase, PMMA was used to record the beam profiles
before, in, and behind the focal plane. This was accomplished by mounting the PMMA-coated
Si wafers on tilted platforms and moving them into the focused beam from the side (bottom
drawing in Fig. 5). The procedure was to optimize the mirror orientation on its
micrometer supports by observing the focused spot on a phosphor-coated plate, and then
taking a series of exposures on the PMMA, each exposure being taken at a different
distance before or behind the focal plane. No highly precise optimization was possible in
this mode of data recording - the photographs were taken primarily to corroborate the
contours of the simulated (ray-traced) power distributions.

SIOE vieW TOP VIEW

D'I A

D4E

Figure 5. Schematic layout of mirror characterization experiments. The "side view*
picture is of the scanning x-y knife edge profiling set-up, and the bottom 'top
view" picture is of the set-up for PMMA photography. (A) Mirror on micrometer
supports; (B) upstream differential pumping section; (C) knife-edge pinhole
bracket (cf. Fig. 14); (D) beam stop; (E) calorimeter with an attached Si solar
cell detector; (F) paddle with tilted platforms holding 3" PMIA-coated Si
wafers and an auxiliary phosphor screen; (G) calorimeter; (hH) PMMA paddle
clamp.

The second phase consisted of taking power readings of the light reflected off the
mirror with a calorimeter (detail E in the left-hand drawing in Fig. 5), and the third
phase consisted of scanning through the light distribution in the focal plane with an x-y
knife-edge slit assembly. Each of these three phases, including the associated results,
are described below in more detail.

IV. PuMA photography

As outlined above, discrete photqgraphs were taken of the reflected light's power
distribution before, behind, and in the vicinity of the mirror's focal plane. Approxi-
mately twenty photographs were taken on each of approximately twenty-five 3" long PMMA-
coated Si wafers. The mirror was realigned and visually reoptimized on an auxiliary
phosphor screen before the exposure seuence was taken on each wafer. The platform
holding the wafer was tilted by about 150 off the plane perpendicular to the light axis,
thus the exposure sequences extend from about - .4" to + .4" behind and before the focal
plane (or -1 cm to + 1 cm). The horizontal dimensions of the photographed exposures are,
for the same reason, about 4% longer than the actual horizontal dimensions of the light.
In Fig. 6, a photograph of a light distribution very close to the focal plane is shown,
together with a ray-traced profile corresponding to a perfectly-aligned mirror in the true
focal plane. A detailed analysis of the exposed area in the photograph has not been done
due to the availability of the knife-edge scanning measurements which were performed
subsequently and which will be described below. It should be pointed out that the
simulated spot's FWHM dimensions are about 29 p(H) x 19 U(V) (see histograms in Fig. 6),
while the estimated horizontal FWHM size of the photographed distribution is about
24 P (25 u in the actual photograph).

For purposes of further comparison, simulated ray tracings of power distributions in
planes located +1 mm, +2 m, +3 am -1 mm, -2 mm, and -3 m with respect to the true focal
plane are contrasted with photographs of actual power distributions located at approxi-
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mately the same relative distances in Figs. 7,8,9,10,11 and 12. The minimum graph
intervals in all these figures are in 46 u units. It is seen that a close geometrical
correspondence exists between the two sets of data.

_8260UA12:[BEAMLINE.REISTARS.01;5 11-NOV-185 15:30

Focul plane

24-NOV-86 21:35:24
H Lenqth 0.10000

H center O.OOOOOEo0O
V Length 0.10000
V center 0.C1OOOE.0

EXTERNAL
--GOOD ONLY

7'

TOT - 1500
LOST - 0

Vertical: 3

Figure 6. PMMA photograph of an optimum focal plane exposure is shown on the left, and a
ray traced power distribution in the focal plane is shown on the right,
together with x and y integrated power distribution histograms. Graphs
intervals are in 40 u units. -.
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Vertical: 3

Figure 7. PMMA photograph and ray trace simulation at 1 - downstream of focal plane.
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Figure 8 PMMA photograph and ray trace simulation at 2 mmn downstream of focal plane.
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Figure 9. PMNA photograph and ray trace simulation at 3 -m downstream of focal plan.
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Figure 10. PMMA photograph and ray trace simulation at I mm upstream of focal plane.
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Figure 11. PMM photograph rand ray trace simulation at 2 mm upstream of focal plane.
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Figure 12. PMMA photograph and ray trace simulation at 3 mm upstream of focal plane.

V. Calorimetry

In this phase of the experiment, measurements were taken of the total power reflected
off the mirror, so that subsequent estimates of the power density attained in the focal
spot could be made. The calorimeter used in the given set-up corresponds to detail E in
the left-hand drawing in Fig. 5. Due to power loading considerations on the beam line at
SSRL, the 10 period undulator was operated at a gap of 11 cm (K a 1.8). This corresponded
to a first harmonic energy of about 196 eV and a computed total output power of about
13.16 Watts (at 100 mA ring current).

The calorimeter construction and characteristics are shown in Fig. 13. Two test scans,
with and without an upstream Beryllium filter are shown in the same figure. Powers of
about 1 Watt were briefly established and measured off the mirror for the given undulator
setting, with the ring current in ths6 69-70 mA range. The discrepancies between the
computed and measured figures stem from the fact that the differential pumping aperture
blocked a significant fraction of the undulator light, and the mirror reflectivity at 6
(and 196 eV) was in the j 59% range.

1 1

VI. Knife edge x-y scans

In this phase of the experiment, quantitative measurements were taken of the light
distribution in the focal plane of the mirror. Scans were taken with a pinhole and with a
set of knife-edges set at 906 with respect to each other. Since limited experimental time
precluded use of more than one pinhole, the knife-edge data represent a somewhat more
comprehensive measurement of power contours in the focal plane, and are therefore the ones
presented in this paper.

The two perpendicular knife-edges were scanned through the beam at angles of 45 with
respect to the (horizontal) synchrotron orbit plane. & photograph of the x-y slit/pinhole
holder bracket is shown in Fig. 14 and a schematic sketch of the bracket's orientation and S
scanning motions is shown in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 15. The detector used for T
real-time signal pickup behind the slit was a standard Si solar cell, epoxied to the
calorimeter case (detail . in Fig. 5). The experimental procedure consisted of repeatedly 1.
realigning the mirror visually on the phosphor coating on the knife-edges, and then 60

.% .
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scanning in both directions. The procedure was repeated and culled for scans of maximum
symmetry in both directions, and for overall minimum beam waist size.

'MMUE
7

C..T O C ~*T

IftpaMorc A *wMT*0.

70,. .... I .390 _ && -. -,,f7~37 M. 909 GM.- .

P-

Figure 13. A schematic of calorimeter Figure 14. Bracket for holding the x-y
construction details and its scanning knife-edges (top) and
performance parameters are shown a pinhole (bottom). The aper-
on top, and two typical calorimeter ture formed by the knife-edges,
scans are shown on the bottom, which are coated with phosphor,

measures about 1.5 mm x 1 mm.

An optimum set of scans of the solar cell detector response for the knife-edges passing
through the beam in the focal plane is shown in Fig. 15. Since the solar cell output is
linearly proportional to the total light flux, the scans may be interpreted as displaying
the power falling on the area not covered by the knife-edge. Thus, at half-maximum, the
knife-edge is blocking half the power. Poi-s corresponding to 25%, 59%, and 75% of the
maximum are marked on the leftmost scan in Fig. 15. The scan distance between the 25% and
75% points may consequently be interpreted as a shalf-power" interval. For each scan
shown, the 'balf-poverO interval, calculated after subtracting background signal levels,
measures approximately 13.5 microns in each scanning direction. The first-order interpre-
tation of these measurements, therefore, is that about half the power in the focal plane
was focused in a region no larger than 13.5 u x 13.5 u in size.

-F.

,) Figure 15. Schematic of knife-edge/pinhole holder bracket, together with labeled scanning
. .parameters, is shown on the top left. Scans corresponding to each knife-edge
,are shown below. Distance between the heavy divisions in the horizontal direc-

tion corresponds to about 12.5
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VII. Discussion

The measurements of the optimum scans described above correspond closeiy to both the
ray-traced spot and the PMMA photograph shown in Fig. 6. The histograms in Fig. 6
describe a contour of about 16 u(V) x 20 m(U) FWHM. Assuming a Gaussian distribution in
the horizontal direction, it is easy to show that the central half-power interval under a
Gaussian curve is about a factor of .79 smaller than its FWHM interval. This would cor-
respond to 15.7 U. Now, scanning through a 15.7 u(H) x 7.85 u(V) spot at 450 would
reduce each dimension by a factor of - 42, resulting in a quadratic diagonal length of

- 12.4 a . This represents a 10% agreement with the dimension actually measured.

The horizontal extent of the PMMA photograph in Fig. 6, on the other hand, shows linear
dimensions of - 50 P. Since no interpretation of the exposed profile has been made, we
can assume this area includes a significant component of scattered light in addition to a
sharply focused central peak. Since the scattered light tails on the (corrected) scans in
Fig. 15 show an extent of about 80 p, this can be interpreted as being consistent both
with the PMMA photograph, and with an assumption of optimal focusing.

Conclusion

Ww have successfuly focused approximately 1 Watt of undulator light spanning the
196 eV - 16 eV range (but peaked, before reflection, at about 196 eV) down to an

estimated half-power spot size of approximately 15.7 V x 7.85 U. As this was dogg
during single-bunch operation of SPEAR, and with an assumed 300 FWHM pulse length,"
we can estimate an attained peak power density of - 1.2 x 109 W/cm.

This can be considered a breakthrough in the attainment of controlled narrowband power
densities in the soft x-ray range, yet it is important to point out again that the actual
spot size was source-size limited. For example, ray trace studies show a linear scaling -
of focal spot size with source size, and, in fact, the mirror under discussion was
recently used in te optical region (6328 A) to attain a diffraction-limited focal spot
size of about 2 v - Thus, the same optic could be used to attain x-ray spot sizes limited
only by its surface slope errors and asperities, provided it was focusing a beam at a
synchrotron beam line with significantly smaller emittance parameters. Upcoming emittance
upgrades at SPEAR and PEP, specifically, should allow the same optic to attain half-power
contours sma.1 1er tian about 1 u in each dimension, thus controlled power densities
exceeding 10 W/cm can now be considered to be within direct reach. P

In conclusion, additional aspects of the present experiment, such as the pinhole
measurements, and analysis of the scattered light distributions (see Figs. 6 and 15), are
presently being studied and will be discussed in subsequent publications.
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